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Ladder truck ·approved

Fire station nixed
by Durham voters
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More than 1000 people were arrested yesterday at the Wall Street nuclear protest. See story
page three. (George Newton photo) .

Parsons imprOpe rly vented
By Dana JenninJ{s
Inadequate venfilation in Parsons Hall poses potential safety
hazards to people working in the
Chemistry building says University spokesmen. .
The hall was ~mlt so that only
50 percent of its fume hoods,
which dispose of chemical waste,
should be used at once, said
William Dotchin, director of
research safety.
"We use the hoods 80 to 90 percent of the time," he said. "In
some cases chemicals in the
hoods come back through unused
hoods.
"It is potentially dangerous.
The general quality of the air
isn't as good as it should be,"
Dotchin said. "There are lowlevel contaminants in the air.

Some are possibly carcinogenic.
Others are unknown factors."
Chemistry Professor Clarence
Grant, former chairman of the
department, said Parsons has
had a ventilation problem since
its construction in 1966, but fume
hoods weren't being used as often
then as they are now.
'.'In years past, it was unusual
to have most hoods on
simultaneously," Grant said .•
"With recent new knowledge
of
effects
chronic
about
chemicals and the attendant increase in emphasis on safety, it is
quite common for all hoods to be
on simultaneously."
He said that with all the hoods
working, low concentrations of
exhaust vapors can be drawn
back into the building due to

Odor caused by
open .drain trap
An open drain trap appears to
have caused the spread of the
chemical odor that · forced
evacuation of Parsons Hall last
Tuesday.
No one · was injured when 300
people were evacuated. The
source of the leak and the name
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of the chemical were unknown at
.
the time.
"What happened on Tuesday," '
said William Dotchin, director of
research safety, "is that water
was put down the sink to flush it
(the chemical) away. If there
were any drain traps open it
would have gotten into the sewer
lines."
Shortly after firefighters
flushed the drains with bleach
and water to neutralize the
chemical, manholes on the other
side of the street were opened and
the odor detected in them.
For a drain trap to work, a sink
must be used, Dotchin said, or its
water seal will dissolve. Drain
traps are in sink piping to prevent

PARSONS, page 6

reduced air pressure.
"It's like putting a vacuum
pump in the building," Dotchin
said. "The barometric pressure
inside is lower than outside·. It
makes it hard to open doors, and
makes fumes come in through
unused vents and cracks in the
building.''

VENTILATION, page 16

By Laura Meade
and Debbie Lukacsko
Durham residents opposed the
controversial Lot B fire station
last night by a slim margin.
But over 600 residents and
students who attended the fourhour long special town meeting at
the Oyster River School passed
the new aerial ladder truck.
At 10:45, after more than two
hours of debate, the final decision
was handed down on the station ~
By a margin of 259 to 198, a
majority of the residents approved the new station, but not by
the necessary two-thirds margin.
The Board of Selectmen opened
the debate in strong support of
the proposed station.
"We agreed that we're long
overdue in providing a functional
facility for the town of Durham,"
said Marianne Hatch, Chairman
otthe Board of Selectmen.
"The decision has been long in
coming in addressing this need.
To delay it will frustrate our
emergency personnel in their endeavors."
Alan Prince, vice president for
budget and administration, said
the decision of whether or not-to
-build the fire station was an
important one in which everyone
should be involved. He also stated
that the university endorsed this
project.
Following the introduction of
the topic by the Board of Selectmen, Kim Sprague, facilities
Jonathan
and
planner
Greenawald, chief of the
Durham/UNH Fire Department,
briefly presented the proposal to
those at the meeting.
Sprague stated that the new
Exeter Public Safety Complex
had been looked at as a model,
but it did not compare one-to-one
because Exeter's buildii:tg als~

Brown loses N .H.
By Susan Murray
Support for California Governor, Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown
Jr., in the New Hampshire
Presidential Primary has sharply decreased among the state's
Democrats, according to a poll
conducted from Sept. 16 to Oct. 4
by Political Science Professor
David Moore.
· A comparison of the newly
released results of this statewide
poll to a poll Moore conducted
from Feb. 18 to March 4 of this
year shows a drop in Brown's
Democratic supporters from 12 to
five percent. This is the most
. substantial loss of support among
the Democratic candidates.
President Jimmy Carter's support eroded slightly, from 23 to 19
percent.
The shift in the Democratic
choice of presidential candidates
in N.H. has been in Senator Edward Kennedy's favor whose
support increased from 48 to 59
percent in the recent poll.
N .H. Democracts still undecided about their preference
have remained at 17 percent.
Among the Republican Presidential Primary candidates,
George Bush made the only gain
in support, rising from three to
ten percent.
Ronald Reagan is still the
leading Republican candidate,
whose Sl!Pporters remained con-

housed the dispatch center and
police department.
The residents approved the
$140,000 ladder truck though on a
255 to 34 vote.
James Chamberlin, chairman
of the fire commission for UNH
and Durham, said, "The reason
the fire truck was voted through
was because it would only cost the
tax payers an estimated $3000 to
reconstruct the present firehouse
so that it would be capable of
housing the truck.
"This is a lot less money compared to the estimated $1,025,000
that was needed for the new
firehouse."
Dave Flanders, director of
public safety for the University
and fire commissioner for the
town and University said, "It's a
Catch-22 cycle. The town wants a
definite layout presented, which
would require the hiring of an architect.
"To hire an architect," Flanders said, "the town would have
to allocate money. Since they are
not willing to do this, no architect
can be hired and so no definite
plans can be drawn up. Then the
cycle starts over again.''
The fire station proposal was
only one of 1 three articles
discussed at the meeting held at
the Oyster-River High School.
The other two proposals passed
unanimously. One was the appropriations for the $140,000 for
the new ladder truck, and the
other was the appropriations for
the $13,500 for wage increases
and fringe benefits for the
Durham Public Works Employee·
Bargaining Unit.
Sheldon Prescott, , the town
building inspector, referred to
the proposition as being "hung on

1

STATION, page 14

suppo~t

12 percent, Bush with 10 percent
stant at 40 i>ercent.
Behind Reagan in -N.H . . and John Connally with seven
Republican support are ·Howard
Baker. with a sli~ht decrease to POLL, page 9

'C alifornia Governor E dmund G. (Jerr y ) Brown J r. has lost
support among Democrats in New Ha mpshire, a ccor ding to a
recent poll. (George Newton photo )
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--News Briefs---. Senate recommends health fee
Energy surcharge
Chairwo~an -of the Residential Life Committee, Kendra
Maroon said at the Student Senate Meeting Sunday that the
energy surcharge may escalate as high as $49 for next semester.
M.arooi;i to~d the Senate that Carol Bishoff informed the
R;es1denbal i,1fe Committee on Sunday afternoon of the proposed
hike.·
Bishoff was unavailable for comment.

Marketing Day
Monday, Nov. 5, is Marketing Day at the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics (WSBE).
From 8 a.m. to 4: 30 p.m. guest speakers will talk about the
special interest fields of marketing, sales and advertising.
Guest speakers for the day include: John J. Teagan, regional
sales manager of Honeywell Corporation; Ray Gravel, assistant
manager of Osc~ Drug Company; Patrick Gray, sales manager
of NAPPCO; Michael Kenyon, president of Projections Company; and Cynthia Connelly, account supervisor for Kenyon and
Eckhardt Advertising Agency.
Lectures will be held in McConnell Hall throughout the day. All
interested are invited to attend.

Gour1net dinners
University hotel administration students have planned their
annual gourmet dinners for next month.
The first event will be on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 2 and 3, in
the Granite State Room of the Memorial Union Building. The dinner's theme will be the Montreux Jazz Festival.
Students will serve swiss mushroom bouillon, stuffed tomatoCornish hen with spinach nut stuffing, swiss potato and other en~
trees for the first dinner.
The second event, scheduled for Friday and Saturday, Nov. 16
and 17, centers around the theme of the 1976 world's fair in
Philadelp~ia, which celebrat~d the ~ation's lOOth birthday.
A reception and cash bar will begm for both events at 6:30 p.m.
and dinner and entertainment will begin at 7: 30 p.m.
Both .events are non-profit. Those interested should call the
MUB ticket office.

Marine issues
National and international marine issues will be explored
Fridaynight during the !hird of the Unh:ersity's.fall !~culty lecture series "The Reflection of the Ocean m Our Lives.
The lext~re will be at 8 p.m. in Iddles Auditorium, Parsons
Hall. Advance registration is requested with -the D~vision of Continuing Education.
Robert Corell director of the UNH Marine Program, and David
Larson, associate professor of oolitical science will discuss the international implications of the exploration, development, and
conservation of the ocean's marine resources.
Corell will focus on issues that affect New Hampshire, in.
.
cluding several new federal laws. .
Larson will concentrate on how mternabonal issues affect New
Hampshire.
The program is offered free by the UNH Speakers Bureau, the
New England Center and DCE, w_ith special assistant from the
University's Marine A.dvisory Program.

• ' ·1'1

Today will be partly sunny with high temperatures in the 50s,
according to the National Weathe~ Service i~ Concor~.
.
Tonight will be clear and cold with lows m the m1d-2Qs. Wmds
will be northerly between 10 and 15 miles per hour.
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Grade inflation slowly levels
Thomas said.
ByToddBalf
-"I feel mariy students misuse
Grade inflation is slowly
levelling off at the University, the rule because of its lack of
said
Registrar
Stephanie qualifications and end up
retaking courses only because
Thomas.
they recieved a C the first time.''
Yet, in respect to universities
The professional schools, with
nationwide UNH still has a high
their Mastery Learning Process,
level of grade inflation.
''We are not unique in our fight advocating learning_at your own
against grade inflation, and we pace until it is fully mastered,
certainly can't fight it alone, add to the grade inflation, too.
Thomas said. The problem with The professors argue a student
taking radical steps in resisting must get a B. ,o r above to fully
grade inflation is we would be master the course and conblocking many students path's to sequently this becomes the
average."
graduate school.''
She feels the major problem
with grade inflation is that excellent students are victims.
The biggest danger is that they
have been stripped of their excellence because the meaning
has changed. Excellence has lost
its conotation and simply means
ordinarv.''
This generation has a difference in attitude concerning the
meaning of the grading system.
A B-average has oecome orBy Kathy Roy
dinary and a C-average is accepThe University Kari-Van ·
ted as poor.''
System is a private service for
It is evident through statistics students, staff, and faculty, not a
compiled· by the Registrars Of- public carrier, according to Mike _
fice that the University is not Neise, director of the Kari-Van.
reversing the inflation trend as
Yet, the only public transit
quickly as it would like with 50 available to serve Durham is the
percent of the University's Oyster River . Transportation
students still attaining a B- System.
average.
And, it makes only limited trips
Thomas said some of the major through the UNH community.
factors contributing to grade in- The Dover-Durham route, for
flation at the University are the example, makes only three runs
repeated c_o urse rule and a day through these towns.
Mastery Learning Process.
Young mothers enrolled_in the
"Four out of every five studen- University see the nee'd for a
ts repeat a course during their mass _tra.nsPQrtation system in
stay at the University and with the D.urham . ~~a or the need for
absolutely no restrictions, tbe , Ka.:i-V.an, ,to . conv_e rt to a

Thomas has some reservations
about the Student Senates adoption of the 3.2 honor average.
"The resolution is attacking the
symptom and I feel that the increased honor average will be
somewhat more meaningful,"
she said.
"However I do fear it could add
to grade ·inflation in that by
raising the honors to B plus a high
percentage of students could
receive the new honor average

INFLATION, page 7

Parents .and students
•
request mass transit
public system from a private one.
Donna Lee Bibbo, a mother of
two, said "The University will
have to realize that the student
population isn't all eighteen and ·
just out of: high school. _It will
have to understand tliere .are
many existing individual needs to
be satisfied."
"Forest Park," Bibbo said, "is
a family housing in which one of
the spouses--if there is a. couple
because there are many onep~rent families here-~has to b~ a
full tinie student.''
She expfained that there are 154
apartments in Forest Park and

KARI-VAN, page 4
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By Michael Landroche
visory capacity, Borden added system.
"I'm not sure what form the
The Student Senate voted Sunthat he thought there were
day night in favor of the manproblems with Steven's proposal. waiver system will take,'' he
datory health fee proposed by
"There's no waiver system said.
''My role is to take this decision
Vice President for Student Afwritten down in the proposal,"
to the Board of Trustees," said
fairs Richard Stevens, on Oct. 21. - Borden said.
A waiver system would allow Student Body President Doug
The vote. 25 to 17 in favor of the
resolution, came after an hour
for those students who felt that Cox.
"Even though I'm personally in
they would not benefit from the
and a half of heated debate on the
senate floor ;
service at Hood House for favor of the mandatory fee," Cox
The Steven's proposal calls for . religious or other re~sons, to be said, "if the Senate had voted it
down, I would have said 'Don't go
exempted, Borden said.
a $20 mandatory fee tacked onto
"Without the stipulations of a with it' at the Board of Trustees
the tuition bill for next semester.
waiver system written down ver- meeting."
Some university students are now
But Borden pointed out that,
batim, how can we recommend a
paying a $20 voluntary fee to
mandatory health fee?'' said Bill "it's easier to get something on
cover basic health services now
the tuition bill than it is to get
Ardinger, another senator.
offered at Hood House.
"I don't see how we can," Ar- something off.
The proposal must now go
"If this fee gets tacked on to the
dinger said.
before the Board of Trustees
Alice Moore, from the Health bill for next semester," he added,
where it will be looked at by the
Student Affairs Committee and Services Advisory Committee, "it's going to be very hard to get
voted on by the Finance and said there will be a waiver it off if students-decide they don't
, need a Hood House on campus.''
system of some kind.
Budget Committee.
"I believe in a university health
"I think the Senate acted in a
"Some type of mandatory
system is required in order for a mature and responsible way," service and I think students do,
health service to exist at this said Dr. Peter Patterson Director too," Cox said. Twenty dollars is
not too much to ask for a greatly
university,"said student senator of Hood House.
Patterson said the Health Ser- improved health service."
Greg Borden.
Though the Senate approved vices Advisory Committee will be
the recommendation in their ad- taking up the issue of a waiver HEALTH FEE, page 7
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Brown talks"t'O-'' factory workers
By John Stevens
At quitting time last Wednesday, Encore Shoe Factory
workers in Rochester discussed
their impressions of California
Governor Edmund G. (Jerry)
Brown's visit to the factory.
"He mentioned issues that hit
home.''
"He's right down to earth."
"He thinks like a working
man."
Many of the workers said they
had never heard·of Jerry Brown,
an unannounced Democractic
Presidential candidate, before.
, However,
-they · · ~enerally
agreea ' -with · nis.·-~nee'~ "</n- tht! •
issues he' addr~ssea.' ~- ~ . '· .-· •· · . '

"He was listening 'cause he
said that's what he was here for,"
said stitcher Evelyn Cormier.
She said that Brown 'listened as
she told him her concerns about
foreign shoe imports, heating oil
costs, and the stagnation and
corruption in Washington. She
liked his speech. ·
Brown vis;t.ed Encore Shoe for
an hour and a half, making a
short speech and talking with
workers and the president and
vice presiClent of the company.
In· the ' speech he proposed
balancing' the · federal budget,
keeping_. A IIJ~r~.tJC}n + JP-Oney at ~
hO'm'e· i-ttl~er· ' tft"r~,r:::!l~
' '...t~. •. ~
'1' tt irmN'f· ~~"'
eliminating tax · 'dv rttage~f fo'r___,

oil companies to drill in other
companies.
.
Asked if Brown's ideas are
realistic, Cormier paused and
laughed as she tossed some stitched soles into a basket and sent
it down_a conveyer belt "He's
trying,'' she said.
Earl Katz, President of Encore
Shoe, said, "What Jerry Brown
said today made sense in terms
that it will put something back into people's pocketbooks. The
workers liked what he said.''
Amidst the din of factory
~3:c.hi~~s_, ~~":eral ~ipp~~Y~~~ .i~-.
! L •• '.-, ;.:.1..')·:'1 J ·J ,_ \, '/ ~ '>.\ _;~,
BR.OW~, pa~§'4 c-•i_i. "'1 :.(i.t ;~(.~~1l
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Nukes protested
at Wall St. rally
By Randy Blossom
NEW YORK--New York police
handled more than 1000 arrests
yesterday as 2000 anti-nuclear
protestors gathered at the New
York Stock Exchange in Manhattan.
While a majority of the
arrested demonstrators were
released on written summonses,
295 were being held for arraignment last night in the Manhattan
Correctional Center.
No serious injuries- were reported after the <lats events, though
the conflict continued until after 4
p.m.
The protest began with a picket
line at the front door of the New
York exchange at 8 a.m. yesterday. Small groups of protestors
joined hands and blocked the
various entrances to the building
shouting ''Take a day off from
Street.''
Wall
The anti-nuclear picket line in front of Thompson Hall yesterday attracted no more than 40
Though mail for the exchange
people at one time. (Jonathan Blake photo)
arrived on time at 9 a.m., many
businessmen were temporarily
denied access to the exchange
upon their arrival yesterday.
••
Affinity groups from around
the nation joined in the civil
disobedience which included
several sit-ins and picket lines in
who was born and raised six line.
By Chris Chant
the vicinity of Wall Street and
"See my button?" she pointed Broadway Avenue, as well as a
"People used to skip classes miles from the site of the
antiStreet"
Wall
to
it
"Take
a
to
for causes like this ten years Seabrook nuclear plant.
march.
"I have a special, personal in- nuclear slogan adorning her noon-time
ago." Rudy Strasser commented
More than half of the 1045
. lapel.
while flaunting a ''Shutdown Not terest in this,'' he noted.
before the 10
"People see my age and look at arrests took place
.. I think if there were 50 people
Meltdown" picket sign in front of
the nation's
of
opening
a.m.
would
kids
out here marching,
NUKE PICKET, page 8
Thompson Hall yesterday.
exchange.
stock
largest
Perhaps it was a sign of the not be so apprehensive to join
. times, but relatively few students us," Strasser said. "But if we
missed class yesterday because don't get everyone's support
of their involvement in the anti- nothing wi..ll happen."
The group attempted to get
nuclear picket held all day on the
support is coming from places
Student Seriate endorsement of By Tim Tear
lawn in front of T-Hall.
Skip DeVito . Jr., University nottending to give support."
"It's a disappointment, but a the picket. The Senate refused
DeVito, who reported it himplanning and
typical response." said picket endorsement of the proposed bill . manager of said
when the first week of his
self
yesterday
engineering,
· ~sking for appro\rctl of an anti_,
Bill Donovan.
morning that nothing had been new job as manager last year, ·
,'The effects of nuclear power nuclear picket.
"To be honest with you, I
According to Student Senator done about structural flaws said,
are invisible. People need
it had been fixed."
thought
New
the
in
1978,
July,
discovered
heated
got
"People
Ardinger,
Bill
a
like
something more tangible
building is not held
The
Continuing
for
Center
England
Three Mile Island or worse to on the wording of the bill. We
Administration together the way it is-supposed to,
didn't want to have the entire Education
respond to."
DeViio said, and they cannot
Yesterday's picket was in sup- body of the .Senate labeled as Building.
where the support is
determine
used
that
structure
wooden
The
port of anti nuclear action in New anti-nuclear.''
from.
coming
fraterChi
Lambda
old
the
be
to
"The Senate copped out" said
York focusing on Wall Str~et.
The problem was originally
situated behind Stoke
The picket started at 7:30 a.m. Amy Chomowicz, organizer of the nity house,
reported as "an in- ·noticed when DeVito went to the
with four pickets. By noon there - picket. "They didn't want to take hall, has beensystem"
for over a puilding to check, on the roofing
. determinate
were 17 marchers.- The group did a stand."
material. When he went inside to
year.
"If it was a rally with speakers
not grow substantially beyond
DeVito, who claims there is no look at the structure of the
educating the public on nuclear
that.
danger at the building in order to figure out
"You look around and see all enegy, I'm sure we would have immediate
concern that how it "worked" it "didn't seem
expressed
moment,
Ardinger.
said
it,"
endorsed
nuke'
'No
have
that
these cars
·
should to make sense,,: he said.
building
institutional
an
Just before noon, an older
bumper stickers. People slap on
the
of
doubt
some
was
''There
condition.
this
in
remain
not
the sticker and they, don't do citizen new to the Durham coman indeterminate structural integrity of the
anything else," said Donovan, . ·munity, approched the picket Being declared
system means "the building building and there's no telling
holds itself together, but that the where a failure might occur,"

Few join

ID

nuclear picket

Of the arrests handled, 750
cases were released on writte:i
~ummonses from th~ NYPD.
Three thousand police from 73
New York precincts were
stationed in the Wall Street area
for the day-long protest.
The1atmosphere was festive as
the protest opened at 8 a.m. on the
corner of Wall and Broad Streets.
Several guitar players and a tenpiece jazz band entertained the
early morning crowd, leading the
protestors in anti-nuclear songs.
The ·reaction from local
businessmen was pronounced.
"I feel this is wrong, though
these issues have some merit. I
will examine these issues, but not
here," said a computer company
executive who wished to remain
anonymousj
"I -can't get to wo,rk. This is
neither professional nor intelligent. There's too much P.T·.
Barnum showmanship,'' he added ..
The affinity groups participating in the civil disot>edience were supported jointly by
the Clamshell Alliance and the
Sound and Hudson Against ·
Atomic Development (SHAD)
·
committee.
Twenty groups met at 7 a.m. to
plan staging areas for the day's
events. The groups then moved to
assigned entrances of the Wall St.
exchange at 8 a.m.

Structure problems ignored

TKE brothers arreste
for extinguish er thefts Sculpture damaged
By Bill Garvey
Four UNH students were
arrested Friday in the Thompson
Hall parking lot and charged with
possession of stolen fire extinguishers.
Mark Phelps, 19; William
Ouelette, 21; Paul VanRossum,
19; and Herbert Bergamini, 19,
all brot}lers of the Tau Kappa
Epsilon (TKE) Fraternity were
charged with possession of stolen
property.
Police observed the suspects
driving to Thompson Hall at 2:30
p.m. Friday.
Their vehicle, driven by
Bergamini, contained four fire
extinguishers.
Traffic officers detained the
four men until police arrived.
The UNH Fire Department inspected the extinguishers, and
found two belonged to the Univer•
sity. _
The students were released on
and
recognizance
personal
arraignment is set for Friday.
Ouelette, a senior business
major, said he felt they were
treated unfairly.
··we were out looking for
pledges to spray," Ouelette said.
"It was just a frat pran.Jc~. aQq ~
think the police Wciit' a . Ht~- too

far."
The students involved thought
the extinguishers belonged to the
.
Fraternity.
"We presumed the extinguishers were our's," ·Phelps, a sophomore business administration ·
major said. ''Apparently,- some
were taken from StokP at one
time.''
Possession of stolen property
·is a misdemeanor punishable by
a maximum fine of $1,000, · one
year in jail, or both.
Fire Inspector Lt. Donald Bliss
·said a town ordinance prohibits
remova1 01 nre equipment from
designated buildings and can involve a fine up to $50.
"It is against the rules to tamper ·with any fire equipment,"
Bliss said.
Bliss refused to eomment further on the case until it goes to
court.
The TKE Fraternity fire extinguishers were insp~cted by
fire officials this Septerrib'er.
was
information
Further
unavailable. "But, I expect there
were some problems witp T~E·:,'
··
Bliss said.
1The'Stuaei.~sfi~"i'l 'be \co t" ~i1~ )
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Vandals pushed over large metal sculpture located near the John
S. Elliott Alumni Center late Saturday night
The statue, a large metal abstract done by Michael McConnell,
.assistant art professor at UNH, was on loan from the Art Depart., ,
lment. It was valued at $4,000.
Vandals apparently tipped the statue over and rolled it into a
brook in back of the Alumni Center. Damage is estimated at $1,000.
"It must have taken a lot Qf people to move it," Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs, Joyce Kole said. "It was very heavy." .
J>olice have no witnesses or suspects in the case.

DeVito said.
"It was origin~lly built in- ·
correctly, and should be subsequently altered," remarked
DeVito. ·
"Farm- buildings have this
characteristic tilt. If it was
someone's house or barn,
probably nothing would be done."
But as far as University installation, "it doesn't seem to be
an institutional building either in
planning or construction.''
As ·it-- appears, the main supporttngi. beam which holds the
peaked roof is too long to give
support. It is:. •still questionable
:is to whether the beam is- a true
be_am DeVito said, or just made
to'look that w.ay ..
The other way to support a
peaked roof is to use collar ties,
yet these are not present either.
DeVito believes much of the
support is coming from the interior walls.
He is concerned because the
walls on the upper floor are
questionably supported through
·
the bottom floor.
The necessary supporting
beams seem to be in an illogical
nlace.
Secondly, and most importantly, is the fact that if these walls
<10 support the. structure, and no
one knows definitely, then any µiterior reconstruction may cause .
serious side effects.
As DeVito puts it, "If someone
takes down a wall, say trying to
enlarge an office, they might be ·
cutting out support that they ·.
didn't realize."
DeVito found yesterday that no
money had been funded to the
building, and claimed he would
have to resubmit the problem.

Hood H·o use to close on breaks
when the residence halls are.
"I think that's wrong," he said.
"It's totally inadequate. It draws
the line between a health service
and a band-aid station."
"I don't think the foreign
students, the married students
and the students who just can't go
home over the holidays should
have to go searching all over the
countryside for medical help,''
,,qr, . . ,fri51tters~!l , ~xplain~<L tl~at Dr. Patterson complained.
tl1~ 1 ij~aft.Q ~ ~·er;-y~,C~$ ·, c}\ar):~f .. !iHealth Services hope to
stipulates Hood, Hpµ~ , be closfcJ 11 . ip~9.Y . ~.~ ~tiW,ion. ~itl]ip · ~t

By Kathi Scrizzi
Hood House will be closed over
holiday vacations this year due to
lack of funding, according to
Director of Health Services Dr.
Peter Patterson.
''The Health Services budget is
very tight," he said. "I just can't
see where we would find the
dollars this year to pay medical
staff salaries during vacations."

year, he said, if they had enough
money.
These funds would probably be
available if the . controversial
mandatory health . fee were.
passed, he added.
University students would pay
$20 a semester under the mandatory program that the Health
Se~vices Committee hopes would ,
go mto effect next semester. Now
students may pay a $20 a f.
t
·
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Dover.
In order to get there she either
takes the public bus, which she
sometimes has to wait for for two
or three hours to get back to
Durham, or she asks friends for
rides.
·
''The Kari-Van goes by every
half hour or hour and would save
a lot of wasted time and
basically, make it much more
convenient,'' Bibbo said.
"In the early mornings, some

Kari-Van ·
KARI-VAN
continued from page 2
about 100 children.
This indicates there are many
students, Bibbo said, who are
also parents facing the problem
of transporting their children.
For Bibbo, most of her
_childre!l'S meaical needs are in

The Parapsychology Club
presents

Out-of-Body Experiences
(astral projection)
by Dr. Dale lronson
(Franklin Pierce College)
Lecture

Workshop

Friday eve. Nov .. 2

Sat. afternoon
Nov.3

7 :oo p.m.

10:00-5:00 p.m. U

·

IJillsborough Rm. MU~
Grafton Rm. M
Brin our own lunch!

of the buses are overflowing, but surance and competition with
half the time the buses are emp- other transit systems, Todd said,
ty. I've been on (the Kari-Van) seem to always highlight the con-.
and there have been three of us versations.
As a result, Tocld is attempting BROWN
riding from Dover,'' Bibbo said.
Another Forest Park resident, to find a solution to these continued from page 2
Susan Young, said the students problems. She has suggested only terrupted their work to · ask
with children "need to be able to permitting children accompanied Brown some tough questions.
go around, like to Dover and Ports- by a parent and a UNH Id and
Bob Wentworth, a leather cutmouth, _and the~ don't always having the parents sign liability ter, wanted to hear his views on
have transportation available."
waivers.
gun control.
Young often finds herself
Yet, the Kari-Van was designed
"He hedged," Wentworth said.
without a way to get to a doctor's to help strictly "students, staff "He said he believes in a length of
appointment. She must ask her and faculty," Neise said.
time to get a license before
friends for rides and if she cannot
To allow the children to ride buying a gun, so they can check
find one, she has to make other would require the Kari-Van to up on you--some obstacles.
arrangements or cancel her ap- ' apply for public status, Neise
"I don't th_ink we're ready for
that yet. I like a lot of his views
pointments.
said.
For Karen Neary, another
If the private Kari-Van allowed though," he said.
Another cutter, Gordon Eisner,·
Forest Park resident, transpor- children to ride, Niese said, there
said, "I think he's an honest man.
tation almost determined would be an insurance problem.
"We would not be within the He's done a lot for California, but
whether she could go to school.
law if we knowingly carry I don't think he stands a chance
"It was that crucial," she said.
"I got into Forest Park, other- others," Neise said. "If there (with) the position he's in now."
Referring to Brown's proposal
wise I doubt I'd be in school were an accident and others got
hurt, they probably wouldn't be that Alaskan oil be sent to
· now."
Susan Todd, who used to live in covered because the Kari-Van is Canada instead of Japan, and
Forest Park and is now living in of private status and those people Mexico oil go to Japan instead of
Canada, Eisner asked Brown where
Dover, has to have a ride with shouldn't have been on it."
someone everyday because she
The Kari-Van does not recieve in Canada Alaskan oil would be
also is a mother and cannot bring money from diesfate as a private shipped.
.
Brown replied fie hadn't given
her children on the Kari-Van with system. Neise said the Kari-Van
.
her.
This ·is · extremely "does run a sizeable deficit every it much thought.
Eisner said· Brown agreed with
frustrating, Todd said.
year and the University picks up
him that American companies
She has discussed the matter the tab."
with several University officials.
However, by converting the are supporting foreign countries
However, the problem of in- Kari-Van to a public transit . by buying too many of their goods
system, it would be entitled to and building plants overseas.
Reflecting on Brown's visit to ·
state or federal money·.
As Neise explained, there is his company, Katz said, "He'!? a
only one other mass transit bit of an idealist, but he's also a
system in the state, and that is in realist in that he understands the
problems of the working ·man and
Manchester.
Because of this, Neise felt the · he spoke their language.
"I would like. to believe he
N.H. State Department of Transportation, which is authorized to could be effective.''
In contrast to his speech at
allot money for _mass transportation, would be happy to give UNH, Brown did not discuss the
money to the Kari-Van if it did environment,. nuclear power, or
the space program.
convert to public use.
Katz's son Ron, the young Vice
This would save the University
money, Neise said but it also may President of Encore Shoe, said,
create hassles for students who ''The people here ·are concerned
are now somewhat guaranteed with energy, inflation, and taxes,
rides at' all hours through the the issues he addressed himself
to."
Kari-Van.
"We think there's going to be a · Katz said Brown has "accepted · .
feasibility stu<!¥ soon--p~ssibJx the challenge of propositon 13,",
by the State nepartment of Trans.:. that the government must ·
"balance the budget just like
1>9rtation,'' Neise said.
· In about two weeks, there will you and I have to do."
"He did not tell me anything I
be a meeting in Concord to decide
whether such a study would be did not know about him already.
But, we were happy to have him
feasible.
If so, research will be conduc- here b~cause a lot of people did
ted to help resolve the matter and not know who Jerry Brown was.
''They found out his views and
decide whether it would be
beneficial for the University's their reactions were quite
Kari-Van's system to go ·public or favorable," Katz said.
Commentating on Brown's
to remain private.
'image, Roii Katz said, "Because
people can't cage him up and
categorize him, they've labeled
him wishy-washy.
One worker said she was not
impressed by Brown. "He didn't
get into his programs that much.
I'd like to see more concrete
examples."
Another worker felt Brown's
policies will affect ''the largest
class of people in this country-the middle class."
While many workers said they
would vote for Brown, some
remained skeptical of his
promises and his effectiveness as
President.
In summing Brown's visit to
the factory, Ron ' Katz said,
"Brown's not as well known as
some of the candidates, like Ted
Kennedy who has a lot of ''brand
identification." But Jerry Brown .
Our new TRAMP nylon wallets conform to the wearer
is talking more the worker's
in a body-hugging fashion that will not cause the
issues
than Kennedy
is."
..
.
'ugly wallet bulge'. They are thinner, lighter, more
comfortable, longer lasting, less ~xpensive, and
JOGGING SHOES
definitely more colorful, than leather wallets! Tramp
· nylon wallet features include - a secure velcro
closure, change purse, and removable credit card
holder. Completely washable.
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continued from page 19

Towards the end of the game,
play went beyond what might be
called 'chippy:' Obviously
Wildcats
the
frustrated,
retaliated against Merrimack
with tough hitting and both teams
reverted to a series of highsticking penalties, utilizing the
new freedom given them from
the protection of the cage masks.
UNH's next exhibition game
will come next Sunday night
. against Lowell University, the
defending Division II National
champions. Lowell, coached by
Bill Riley - a familiar ref on the
Division I circuit-is, for all intents.
and purposes, a Division I team .
basking in Division II glory.
Things won't get any easier for
the Wildcats.

6:30

"Real Life"
Albert Brooks
· Tonight Is_$1.00 night

"Annie HaW''
Woody Allen

Wed.
Oct. 31
.y-.._

Thurs-Fri-Sat
Nov.1,2,3

:z;. f-

Silk Screen

· 'f=Shirts'
~y

"North Dallas Forty"
· Nick Nolte. ·

··

Human Services
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DATE for TEAM REGISTRATION: November 14, 9 a.m.
PLACE a TEAM ROSTER: Student Activities Programmi ng Office, .
Rm. 126, MUB
4 MEMBERS on TEAM
WINNING TEAM will compete in NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
for more than $ 25,000 in SCHOLARSHIP~
ONLY 35 TEAMS will be able to compete in UNH Tourflamen t
··
SIGN-UP: November 14, 9 a.m.

·

Sponsored by: Student ~ctivities Office .
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TUESDAY, October 30
UNIVERISITY ART GALLERIES: Scudder Gallery: "Self as
contemporary
by
self-portraits
recent
Subject,"
photographers. Gallery hours, Paul Creative Arts Center:
Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday,
1-5 p.m. Closed Fridays. Continues through December 13 . .
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Plato," Donald J.
Wilcox, History. James Hall, Room 303, from 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENTAL SEMINAR: "Computer
Assisted Structure Determination--Computer Assisted Interpretation of Mass Spectra," Dr. John Figueras, Eastman
Kodak Company. Parsons Hall, Iddles, L-103, from 11
a.m.-12 noon.
SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR: "This Mystery of the Gamma
Ray Sources," Dr. George Simpson, UNH. DeMeritt Hall,
Room303, from 1-2 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Babson, Lewis Field, 2 p.m.
TALK , BY MR. LYNDON H. LAROUCHE, JR.: Mr .
LaRouche, founder of the U.S. Labor Party and a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for President, will speak on
his party's program. Forum Room, Library, 4 p.m. Sponsored by AMLL--German Section.
ADVENTURE FILM: MOUNT EVEREST UNMASKED:
The internationally known Weise mountaineer Eric Jones
will present the film which depicts the first ascent of Mount
Everest, without the use of oxygen. Question and .answer
period to follow. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7:30
p.m. Admission 75 cents for NHOC members; $1.00 for non·
members.
SPECIAL:
HALLOWEEN
URE
DOUBLE-FEAT
MUSO'S
Featunng "Weird Tales," a live theater presentation of
gothic and horror stories, and a film entitled "Dr. Tarr's
Torture Dungeon." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, at.10
p.m. Admission $1 for everyone.
WEDNESOAY. October 31
COMMUTER/TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES:
"Bicycle Safety and Maintenance." Don't ride around in a
fog. Understand the rules and safety of bicycle riding. Bring
a bag lunch; beverages will be provided. Durham Room,
Memorial Union, 12 noon-1 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "Glaciological Investigations in the Indian Himalayas," Mr. Peter Jeschke;
Earth Sciences Department, UNH. James Hall, Room 1,19,
from4-5p.m.
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Russell Edson, poet, will read
from his work. His books include: "The Childhood of an
Equestrian," "The Intuitive Jol.µ'ney," and "The Reason
Why the Closet-man Is Never Sad." Forum Ro?m, Library,
8p.m.
THURSDAY, November 1
AIP SEMINAR: "Pulsed EPR Spectroscopy," Don Folhater,
ClieJilistrr,_UNH. Parsons Hall, Iddles L-103, ·fromll a.m.·12 noon. ·
EE 800 CRADUATE SEMINAR: "Multi-Sensor Fusion for
Aircraft Identification," Dr. John Pokoski, Electrical and
Computer Engineering, UNH. Kingsbury Hall, Room 251,
·
from 1-2 o.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with disco, 8 p.m. open to all; SO cents
cover charge.
FRIDAY, November 2
CHE/CIID SEMINAR: "Review of Seri's Innovative Wind
Energy Systems Program," Dr. Irvin Vas, Manager, Wind
Energy .Systems, SERI. Kingsbury Hall, Room 303, 1:302:30 p.m.
HOTEL ADMINISTRATION GOURMET DINNER:
Theme: "The Montreux Jazz Festival." Menu includes:
Swiss mushroom bouillon; stuffed tomato; Cornish game
hen with spinach nut stuffing; swiss potato; and other
delicacies. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. Reception
and cash bar at 6:30 p.m.; dinner and entertainment at 7:30
p.m. Tickets $13 per person; on sale at the Memorial Union
Ticket Office. Also presented on Saturday, November 3.
(Because of NH law, no one under 20 will be admitted
unless he/she is accompanied by.parent or guardian.)
LECTURE SERIES~-THE REFLE,CTION OF THE OCEAN
IN OUR LIVES: Thfrd 'tecture of series: National and International Marine Issues." Speakers: David Larson and
Robert Corell. Iddles Auditorjum, 8 p.m. Sponsored by
Speakers Bureau/DCE/T he New England Center, with
special assistance from The University's Marine Advisory
Program. Advance registration at DCE (862-2015)
requested for each program. Last lecture of series will be
held on Friday, N~vember 9, Iddles Audito!ium, at 8_p.m.
The New Hampshire <USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi•
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3. p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a .m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertised.should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part 1of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New ~omshire. R09m 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N .ff. 008:!41' u~oee copiw pet 185...,, printM et GeuFier ...Publishingii Co,;;
Rochester, N.H.
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WSBE MARKETING DAY: Monday, November 5, McConnell 314, from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Five speakers to answer and discuss questions on Industrial Marketing;
Retailing; Sales Management; Marketing Research;
and Advertising. Free refreshments.
MESA ESPANOLA: Almuerza y charla en espanol con
nosotros todos los jueves en Stillings de 12-1.
JIORA DE CAFE: Todos los miercoles en Murkland 209.
Ven, toma un cafe y charla en espanol por un rato.
SLIDE SHOW ON THAILAND AND GERMANY: Would
you like to travel to faraway Thailand and Germany free
of charge? Come and leave Durham for an evening. The
slide show will be held on Tuesday, October 30, Richardson International House, at 7 p.m.-Admission is free and
refreshments will be served. The show is sponsored by
the International Students Office.
DURHAM/UNH HUNGER WALK: Sunday, Octbber 23,
the Durham churches, public schools, ana the University will be walking to help end hunger. The walk is
sponsored by CROP, the-Community Hunger Appeal of
Church World Service. Money raised will be used for
self-help and agricultural development domestically
and in the Third World. If you would like to get involved,
please call Rev. David Grainger, Event Coordinator, at
the Campus Ministry Office, 862-1165.
BILLIARD LESSONS for the novice and beginner are
offered every Tuesday and Thursday in the Memoral
Union Games Area, from 5-7:30 p.m. Learn the {undamentals of pocke~ billiards. To sign up, please see
Stan Copeland in the MUB Games Area. $1 charge per
night. Men and women welcome.
LECTURE/DISCUSSIONS ON CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THEATER: Discussions to be led by
UNH Theater faculty. Wednesdays through November
7, Paul Creative Arts Center, Room M-212, from 1-2 p.m.
Open to all students.
LE CAFE FRANCAIS MEETS Wednesday afternoon
from 3-4 p.m. in 101 Mur~and Ha~ an~ is open to. all
French-speaking persons m the Umvers1ty commumty.
Each week a different theme if featured. This week's
topic is "la Toussaint." Come share our company and
our interest in French. Refreshments served.
ITALIAN COFFEE HOUR: Featuring Italia~ Scrabble,
Monopoly, slide shows, etc. Thursdays, 3-4 p.m.,
Murkland 102. Come practice your linguistic and game
skills.

MIDWEEK CELEBRATION OF HOLY COMMUNION:
Every Wednesday, Campus Ministry Lounge, Wolff
House, at 7:30 a.m. The celebrant is David Grainger,
Campus Chaplain. The service is informal and brief
allowing everypne to arrive at work, class, or breakfast
·
by8a.m.

CAREER
'FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: "Doing What You
Enjoy and Getting Paid for it." Thursday, November 1,
and Monday, November 5, in the Hillsborough-Sullivan
Room of the Memorial Union, from 2: 30-4: 30 p.m.

Odor caused by open trap
PARSONS
continued from page 1
odors from coming up into the
sink. ·
He said some lab sinks in Parsons are not used·regularly.
It is believed the odor-causim!
chemical was a thiol, a sulfur
compound.
"Thiols can be harmful in great
doses," said Lt. Donald Bliss ·of
the Durham-UNH Fire Department. ''However, the odor
have the same intensity regardless o( the amount of the
·
chemical.''
It's a chemical that smells a lot
at low levels, Dotchin said. He
does not think much was released
into the air ..
"We took air samples in Parsons after the leak and picked up

will

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
GENERAL MEETING OF SANE: Wednesday, October
31, Durham Room, Memorial Union, at 6:30 p.m.
Meeting for people interested in the issues of nuclear
power and alternative energy.
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION PRESENTATION:
Chris Benz will speak on solar hot water heaters.
Tuesday, October 30, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
at7:30p.m.
PARAPSYCHOLOGY CLUB PRESENTATION: Lecture and workshop on out-of-body experiences. Lecture
will be held on Friday, November 2, in the Hillsborough
Room of the Memorial Union, from 7-9 p.m.; workshOp
will be held on Saturday, November ~' _in the Grafton
Room of the Memorial Union, from 10· a .m.-5 p.m.
Speaker: Dalle Ironson, PhD professor from Franklin
Pierce Psychology department. Bring lunch for Saturday workshop.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CLASS: Every Tuesday,
Hamilton-Smith 141, at 7 p.m. Fellowship and practical
teaching in the Christian lifestyle. All are welcome.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB: Important meetings held
every Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in Kendall 202. Intercollegiate Horse Show will be held Saturday, November 3, at the Horse Barns, at 9 a.m.
PREVETERINARY CLUB: General meeting and
speaker, Wednesday, October 31, Kendall Hall 212, at
7:30 p.m. Dr. Charles Schwab will speak on his bovine
research project at Ritzman Lab. We will also schedule
for bovine surgery observations.

nothing over 24 hours," he said.
Dotchin said the chemical had
probably been in that sink for a
while.
''The chemical was there for a
long time and no one had flushed
the lab back then," he said. "So it
stayed there until the heat Monday.
"What it was is that on Monday
it was very hot and made some
solid material in that sink smell.
It went away. But came back
stronger on Tuesday.
Although the chemcial leaked
into the Durham sewer system, it
did no harm to the town's water
supply, according to a .sewer
treatment official.
"I was notified of the spill,"
said Duane Walker, a Durham
waste treatment plant operator.
"I monitored it all day and there
were no traces of the chemical.''
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UNH SOLID

49$

BRASS KEY
TAG

Draw and design
oodles of doodles with
Skedoodle. Move the
control stick and draw
lines, curves, circles,
even write your name.
Comes with 12 design
discs to create an
endless variety of
beautiful geometric
designs. Ages: 4 and
up.

s799

•

A great present for any
occasion.
And ... On Thursday, November 1st
we will engrave your initials
~n the reve~~e side at no charge.

MY BOTTLE BAeve
• She moves her head and
makes a natural realistic
drinking sound .
• Liquid stays in bottle No mess.
• Pull-string mechanisms,
no batteries requir~d.
•Ages 3 to 8.

s1&99
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Inflation
INFLATION

e111•
.ITMIE
NEWMARKET, N.H. 0385'i

continued from page 2
and subsequently make that the
average."
She said student evaluations
have absolutely no effect on
grade inflation despite much
speculation:
"It is inevitable that the inflation trend will reverse itself,
very·
but it is going to be
gradual change," stressed
Thomas.

a

. ON ZION'S.HILi
I.

(603) 659-6321

Liqu~ License· - Danc~g_·~ Concerts.·

Halloween Night
featuring

The Fiendish

FLESH TONES
Prizes and Supremes

Health fee
HEALTH FEE

continued from page 2

Thursday 11/1

Charlie Jennison
Quartet
Fri and Sat 11/2and11/3

Rick Robinson
and the
BAYOU BOYS
Sunday Night 11/ 4

JoeandVal
the
New England Blue Grass Boys

~ ~'-0An invitation to all

FRES HME N
Q ~ome To .A Reception
At The John S. Elliott
Alumni Center ··
(Corner of Edgewood & Strafford Rds)

On Halloween, October 31, 1979

6:00-7: 30 p. m.
_6: 00-7: 30 p. m.
6: 00- 7: 30 p. m.
Cider and Apple Pie

First c<)me, first served
FREE!

~1El}%81~
SECONDHAND & NOSTALGIA
RT.103 KITTERY POINT MAINE

880-1980 Fashions & Accessories
for Men & Women
Flannel and Wool Shirts
Cord Jackets-Vests
Levi Jeans and Woolens
Velvet and Velour
Skirts, Tops, and Dresses

$229.95/~ir

Come See for Yourself!
Tues. -Thurs. ~at.-Sun.
11to4:30 Tel. 207-439-2440

_;-RESEARCH -:
-CUSTOM WRITING :_
Students with piles of assignments and
• short deadlines know that relief is available: they contact us. Our research
papers are proven time-saving research tools. Send for our latest mailorder catalog - it gives you ready access to thousands of quality research
papers covering all college subject
areas . Send now and have a virtual library at your fingertips in a few days.
We also provide custom research written to your specifications. All material~
sold for research assistance only.

---------- ---RESEARCH UNLIMITED, INC.
348 Ridge Road
Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071
201-939-1300
Enclosed is $1.00 (to cover postage).
Please ru sh my catalog.
Name
Address
City
State, Zip

KLH 353. 3·

way speaker system, 1O"
woofer, 1 W' tweeter. Reg.
.
. $360/pair.

-souncl.11nilh

226 State Street Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 ( 603) 436-0123
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Few join in nuke

Former Manager
Great Expectatioris_.

.@;utii~ @ha,[el
:•PRECISION HAIRCUTTING .•.

Welcome back special thru Oct.

·
·.
.
·
. . with UNH I.D. 's
Phone: {603) 659~29 411
~.

.Mitchell Road ·
Notti_ngham, N.H.

·_Tues_. - Fri.,
Hairstyling $8, reg. $10
.

Lee.Traffic Cir~le,

~;

2 miles i2s South

Turn right at sign

pic~et

nam in support of this .country,
the woman said.
NUKE PICKET
•
"He was killed a year.later. I
continued from page 3 .
think it is important for everyone
wfio believes in a cause to stand
my button and take a·double take. .shoulder to shoulder.;'
I'm glad it makes them think."
At noon the group had apThe button was pinned under- ·proximately 40 signatures on a
neath a five s-tar pin indicating · petition to delay the construction
the loss of a loved one in a war.
of the Seabrook nuclear power
"In 1968, my ' son we~~ to Viet- pl~nt.

ST®ENT

ACTIVllY

FEE

y

Yes! Your SAF does work for you, it provides support .
thro~gh the Programming Fund for projects that benefit
the University community. If you're a student organization,
and need funding the Student .s~nate can help you. For
more information contact Margaret Silvers at the Student
Senate Office, MUB, Room 130. (862-1494)

The petition calls_for a suspension on the construction until:
--Alternate methods of power are
reviewed .
--There is a re-assessment of
safety equipment-in the plant.
--An evacuation plan is presented
to the public.
--Plant owners agree to accept
full liability for injuries caused
by the plant.
--A proven method for safe
storage of nuclear wastes
produced by the plant is presented.
Throughout the day the marchers chanted and sang. ·
Reminiscent of the anti-war
slogan of the sixties, "Hell no, we
won't go," the anti-nukes shouted, "Hell no, we won't glow."
There was a guitar playing sixties songs, added to their own
original anti-Nuke songs.
''Egg plant not nuke plant'' and
"We want a good life, not a half
life" were favorite slogans of the
day.
''There are not a whole lot of
people here'' said picket Eric
Hanson, "but there is a lot of
spirit."
, - - --

------,

~'re

counting
on you.

+

Red Cross.
The Coocl Neighbor.
WE OFFER

.

.

···- --~

COLOR
PROCESSING

-

Author and Naturalist

av

EDWARD ABBEY

Kodak

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
,,

I

·will lecture on "The Current Status of the ·American
Environmental Movement" well as give
· ·· _ readings of work in progress.

as

OCTOBEREEST

___ . _ Novem~r- 6,~1~7-9 -
at 8:00 p.m~
Strafford Room, Memorial Union Building

The month
of October
brings festive
celebration
to German
people.
It is our .
-pleasure _this
month to
present to ·you
our selection
of German
wines which is
unrivaled ·in
the area.

Wilderness, wilderness ... We scarcely know what we mean by
the term, yet the sound of it draws all whose nerves and emotions
have · not yet be·e n irreparably stunned, deadened, numbed by the
caterwauling · of commerce, the sweating scramble for profit and
domination.
·
But the love of wilderness is more than a hunger for what is
always beyond reach; it also is an expression o.f loyalty to the· earth,
the earth which bore us and sustains us, ·the only home we shall ever
.lmow, the only paradise we ·e ver need - if only yve had the eyes to
see. Original sin, the true original sin., i.s the blind destruction for the
sake of greed of this natu.r al paradise .which lies all ar·o und us - if
only we were worthy of it.
Edward Abbey, Desert Solitaire

Stop by to
browse thr~ our
WINES OF THE
MONTH ROOM
and see for
yourself. _
" Where-the·party starts. "

Ticke~·s

are· Free and can he picked up
at the Elliott Alumni Center

.

E.J.'s WINE
& CHEESE
CELLAR

Sponsored by the Environmental.Mini Dorm and
_-.- . .. ~ ___ , _ . ~" !?e UNH. Alu!!_!ni Assoc~~ion . · ... ·. · _

....

~

.. .Q

o..._a;.11;_-...a~"t:E~~·:xa:.;caxa::c~~o -:-.~g

555 Central Ave. , Dover
742-7770
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Moore's poll
POLL
continued from page 1
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percent called nuclear power ·
SHOE REPAIRING
"undesirable".
We have a pick-up station
On ratification of the SALT II
at Great Bay Cleaners
Treaty, 60 percent of N.H. voters
(next to theatre Tues-Fri)
said they were unsure, 16 percent
Women's Winter and dress boots
believed the Treaty should be
Zippers replaced in boots & jackets
rejected, nine percent approved,
Dover Shoe Hospital
Dover, N .H.
and almost
16 percent believed it · ,L.~------.-----------------------1
should
be amended.
-

WOMEN'S SHOES

CLOGS

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - ..
percent.
Twenty-five percent of Re-.
publicans in N.H. are unsure
about their choice of candidate.
Moore's poll also asked N.H.
voters about their concern with
several issues facing the country.
The two most important issues
according to those polled were inflation, 93 percent saying they
felt a . "great deal of concern"
about inflation and the energy
situation, with 88 percent expressing concern.
These issues were also reflected in Jimmy Carter's ratings.
Although Carter received 24 percent overall approval in the
recent poll, only 14 percent approved of his handling of the
energy situation, and only rn percent approved of his handling of
the economy.
Moore's poll also showed that
50 percent of N.H. voters apLuncheon & Dinner Specials
proved the continuation of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant
· Cat's Halloween Spectacular
construction. Twenty-four percent believed construction should
Wed. 3 p.m.-1 a.m.
be stopped, and 26 percent were
unsure.
Special Prices for Special Drinks
However, 63 percent of N.H.
voters polled said that the ConHop Skip( as always)
struction Work in Progress
. (CWIP) charges on electricity
Try our special jack o' lantern
bills,
that
assess
utility customers for the cost of ongoing
(made for the occasion)
work, should not be allowed.
While 75 percent of those polled
Prize for the most unusual costume
said nuclear power was needed,
only 39 percent said it was
"strongly needed" and 36 percent I .. -'"" ·, Sli~e of pizza with drinks $.35
called it "moderately needed". I
4-6
Fifty~three percent found nuclear I
power desirable as an energy I
Thurs & Fri 4-8 p.m. Hop Skip Specials
source.
1
Although only 24 percent of I
those polled thought construction I
.
at Seabrook should be stopped, 42 --~ - - - - - - ___ -.. ___________________ _J

CATNIP PUB

._ •

.,. •

.,. •

,. •

,. •

,. •

,.

I /, , ~
STUN

...
~

/

/

-

WANT TO
·BE A T.V.
STAR?

.

11111

THE STUDENT/
TELEVISION NETWORK•
CAN LET YOU BECOME
ONE.
WE OFFER A FREE PORTABLE
VIDEO TAPE RECORDER FOR
USE BY ANY FULL TIME
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT.
WANT TO KNOW MORE? COME SEE
US DOWNSTAIRS IN R
M 111 OF
THE MUB; DURINGOFFI E·uou

p.m.

BEA STAR

THREEATER, A LIVE THEATER COMPANY

FOR YOUR "SOLES"
Hiking and workboots for men
And Wqmen, insulated from $27.99
Womens 100° / 0 waterproof lined boots
in fashion styles from $17.00
''BEENE'' ShoesRubber bottoms-lea-t her tol's-$22.00
Men's and Women's lined slippers_
.

the largest selection around!

OH YES We also have, Finally

DICKIES

Now in l3 great colors
Chino's only $10.99
Cords only $13.99

BODY & SOLE
42MAINST.
~

DURHAM._N.~H ..

"We cover YOUfroYf!:head tJJ toe"

Presents an evening in the presence of
the unthinkable ...
. A reader's theater presentation of gothic .
,horror stories selected from the works -~- - -~
1
of Poe & other masters of macabre I THI llEIEBT'
ALSO
I IDGll 11111 POI

111111 TllWI ,

• ·::~~!:~

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::,::::::::::::::::::;:;;;~'#?

Tues. October 30th ·
lO:OOPM

STRAFFORD RM., MUB
ADMIS~ION $1.00
Tickets available at
MUB ticket office
. or at the door

"A-BRIUIAU,
FAST MOVING
SHOCKER': ••

~

1
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editorial s

Vandalis m has no place here
The past few weeks, there has been a rash of
vandalism on campus: fire alarms pulled, hundreds of dollars worth of signs stolen, and last
Saturday the piece of sculpture at the Alumni Center was tipped over.
Vandalism is c}:teap and the University community shouldn't put up with it. Fines and sentences for vandalism must be stiffened. Vandals may

think they're funny, but the mess they produce is
only an irritation and an eyesore to the community.
For a few people to deprive the majority the
pleasure of viewing a piece of sculpture or to
create havoc by taking down street signs or
pulling fire alarms is one of the most selfish things
a person can do.

Vandalism is mere ego fueled with a few beers
and powered with a little unthinking muscle.
It has no place in this or any other community
and we urge town and University officials to do
whatever they can to stop this senseless destruction of property that has come to the fore these
past few weeks.

letters

Kennedy
To the Editor:
The current swell of movement
toward the candidacy of Senator Edward M. .Kennedy for the Presidency
is disconcerting those who clearly
recall the administration of former
President Richard M. Nixon. Indeed,
the truly distressing thing here is the
apparent inability of people to
recognize the striking similarities in
both of these men.
Can it be that we are about to repeat
the seamy chapters of history merely
because Senator Kennedy is able to
obscure his many shortcomings
through the use of his family name and
fortunes?
More specifically, is there any difference between tlie silence of Nixon
on Watergate and of Kennedy on Chappaquiddick? Both men have offered
explanations, but has either ·of them
really answered any of the essential
questions surrounding both episodes.
Is there any difference between the
"stone-walling" carried out by Nixon
aides and of the quasi-legal maneu-

vering of Paul Markham and Joseph
Gargan. Both groups sought to
frustrate official inquiry into the
respective cases, but the Kennedy
grou~' efforts at obscuring the true
story of Chappaquiddick far outscore
the results produced by John Dean,
Charles Colson, Gordon Liddy and that
group. Rose Mary Woods' 18 minute
gap is miniscule in relation to the
removal and modification of evidence
and testimony at Martha's Vineyard.
Can one draw a parallel between the
"law and order" speeches of Nixon
and those of the same nature by Kennedy. Both men expressed a desire to
improve the working of the criminal
justic system. Both men expressed
outrage at the number of criminals
who effectively utilized the criminal
courts to evade responsibility rather
than to face up to it.
In the final analysis, both men have .
been able to see that those same
features of the criminal justice system
excluded their own situations, Nixon
-through a presidential pardon which
was cloaked in controversy and Kennedy by frustrating the investigations
s<>-tnat'a siient and guilty plea could be
· entered to lesser offenses. These are
hardly the actions of people who truly
profess the high principles of justice.
The analogy could go on, except that
Nixon never involved himself in circumstances similar to Kennedy's

the
new
ha·m pshire
Reporters

Stan Olshefski
Joel Brown
Dennis Cauchon
Pam Dey
Gerry Miies
Vickie Guter
Margo Hagopian
Arron Sturgis
George Hayner
Scott Walter
JulleSchiro
Cathy Amidon
CharylaEllls
John Oullette
Lorelei Stevens
Janet Peter
John Stevens
Heather Fyfe
Lisa Miller
Wayne Winters
Laura Meade
Maureen SUiiivan
John Kirwan
Tim Tear
EllenKunes
KlmBllUngs
BIHKnowres

Maine boating trip, with a woman not
his wife, in the summer of 1972.
Warren G. ~arding could provide
some examples there however, and his
administration suffered from the
same lack of integrity to which I am
pointing.
The difference between Nixon and
Kennedy is that the former has been
shown, painfully, to be inadequate for
the office of the Presidency of the
United States. That office requires
honesty and ability of the highest
caliber, not a person who practices
hypocrisy on a regular basis. Those
stringent requirements clearly exclude the likes of the senior senator
from Massachusetts.
John H. Nason, Jr.
Graduate Student

Radioactive waste
To the Editor :
The very thought of radioactive
wastes being dumped into the University of Vermont's sewer system
makes me shudder. It is bad enough
that these substances are so toxic that
they must be buried, but to have
them dumped into the sewer system
because no one knows what to do to
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them, is outrageous!
What about the people whose main .
source of water comes from a well.
What's to stop these poisons from
being absorbed into the ground and
contaminating their water supplies?
One may argue that the levels of radio
wastes found in the system are
minute. As far as I'm concerned, any
chemical waste which is considered
dangerous enough to be buried, wa·s
not meant to be ingested iµ any
degree.
And what about the people? Were
they consulted in this matter? Did
anyone ask if the wastes could be
dumped in their sewers? If you were
approached by someone who wanted
to know if radioactive wastes could be
dumped into your sewer system,
would you say "yes"?
Burying the waste is not the answer
either. People tend - to believe that
what can't be seen can't be harmful.
I'm sure those who once lived near old
chemical waste sights thought twice
about this belief when black scum
seeped up through the ground in their
back yards and made them all
nauseated.
There is a problem with persons intimately involved with the nuclear industry. They take the at.titude that
what people don't know won't hurt
them. The truth is, what people don't
know will hurt them. The instance at
the University of Vermont is only one
of many examples in which the people
are perhaps unaware of the implications of nuclear waste . and
nuclear waste disposal.
It is easy to get caught up in our own
lives; allowing others to take advantage of our ignorance. I am tired of
feeling like a puppet on a string being
controlled by somebody else's
ingenuity. This is our earth. We've got
to love it. More importantly we've got
to love one another first. Start by getting involved.
Minny Purinton

lntratnuralsocce r
To the Editor:
It's a little late to gripe about the
way in which the intramural depart-

ment runs fall sports but maybe this
letter will keep the same grievances
from reoccuring next year.
In particular I'm speaking about
mens I.M. soccer. The beginning of the
season started off with new rules such
as having two referees at each game to
insure partiality, an unlimited sudden
death to decide upon a winner as well
as others. The first two weeks went
well.
The third week it rained causing a
postponement and a continuation of
the season. The fourth week it snowed.
fhe fields were in terrible shape but
Ne played. They were.now running out
Jf time so there would be no more post;onements, regardless of the conditions.
In addition to this the rules were
changed because it was getting darker
earlier so they went back to the old
"shootoff" method of breaking ties.
Granted rule changes may be
necessary however, the refs were not
informed of the changes, at least not
all of them, nor were the dormitory
sports managers.
The position of referee is a paid one.
It is his job to know the rules as well as
call the rules. Our final two games,
besides being played in 6 to 8 inches of
mud and water, were delayed up to fifteen {.Ilinutes because the refs did not
know the rules and had to·ask the I.M.
director. The director would also not
allow either team listen to what rules
he was telling the referees.
It costs the dorm $16 dollars to play
in I.M. sports. I'm not sure what it
goes to pay for but I feel that we got
taken. If it sounds as if I'm complaining as a losing team, I'm not--we
are in the playoffs (on the assumption
that the rules don't change.) I know
many other teams would agree that we
played under less than adequate
management and in less than appealing conditions.
Congreve M~ns I.M. Soccer Team
Jeff Arkell
Reed Breland
Steve Lavallee
Mike Munro
Doug Oxford
Dave Phelps
Dave Rodgers
Rick Valentine

about letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor
and prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500·
words in order to be printed. All letters are subjeeted to minor
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Edit-or, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
Memorial Union Buildingt' UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824
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The decline is in the eye of the beholder
"Back to basics" programs are variously interpreted, especially by their adherents. Most such
programs propose a turn from the "touchy-feely"
orientation of the present educational system to a
program of solid instruction in the three R's.
Beyond this, the "back to basics'' movement
seems largely an emotional issue, whose lack of
clear definition is the source of its widespread appeal.
This general harkening back to the days of
student literacy, when every bright-eyed coed
knew that it was Hannibal, not Montezuma, who
crossed the Alps, is riot unknown in UNH
classrooms.
f suspect there aren't many students who haven't
heard at some length about the inadequacy ot
their educational preparation, or received gentle,
resigned admonitions to, if not read the
newspapers, at least study Latin and Greek.
Our inadequacy isn't our fault, we are often informed. The educational system is at fault. We
should realize that we are getting cheated and rise
up as a unified force demanding that "Students in
Psychological Transition 401" be replaced by
"Everything About Civilization You've Been Too
Victimized to Want to Know 402".
Somehow, the attitude that students are dull,
oppressed, and oppressive misses the boat.
. It may be true that the ability to write is
declining nationwide.
It may be true that the amount of information

Last semester, a joke went around campus
about an Arab sheik who, having just struck it
rich, promised to bring each of his sons whatever
they most desired from his trip to the West. The
two oldest opted, predictably, for a Ferrari and a
Lear jet. Their munificent father surpassed their
wildest dreams, returning with a boatload of
Ferraris and a fleet of jets.
The youngest though, like the pure-hearteq
daughter in 'Beauty and the Beast,' had simpler
tastes, and asked only that his father bring him a
Mickey M9µse outfit. The father, touched, but
preferring to do things big, brought him UNH.
I first heard a variation of that joke last year
from a professor providing some left-handed
comic relief in an early morning class. It's still a
good joke, and it still, in its appeal to a certain
counter-productive self-loathing that regularly
surfaces at UNH, gives me pause.
In the last few years magazines and newspapers
have been full of articles chronicling the failure of
the American educational system. Scores on
standardized tests are dropping across the country. Defenders of the integrity of Western
civilization everywhere conclude ad nauseum that
college students can't write articulately or speak
But as the semicolon has been
coherently.
vanishing from the consciousness of American
students, college educators have been mpbilizing.
Enter the· much-heralded "back to basics"
movement in college curricula.

most students know about the world will soon fit
in a thimble.
But these serious issues are too simply defined
as the result of a well-intentioned, but misguided
educational system. What and · how people learn
depend on many cultural factors, which the schools
may reflect, but don't produce.
It ·becomes tiresome to see the gleam of inspir~tion die in a professor's eyes when his -students can't call to mind the capital of Albania.
Bright, articulate students have probably never
been the norm, but if students are actually
·becoming less articulate, then t~lling therr
about it doesn't seem like the most creative or effective way of making them different_.
Apocalyptic visions of the intellectual decline of
American students may provide comfort, but the
distinctions they imply between professors and
students are artificial.
It seems that as products of the same culture
that produced today's students, professors would
.have .constructive ideas about how to salvage our
critical faculties.
It is finally irresponsible to abandon the task of
educating because changing conditions demand a
different apP.roach.
It seems the business of educators is to make
ideas vital and accessible. And that end is not
served in self-congratulatory lamentation about the
decline of academic standards.

2

''l DON'r t<NOW M\JC.H ABOUT H·BOM95 ... BUT I KNOW WHAT I LIKE ! ''
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Tom Waits brings a touch of Saturday night to UNH
By Joel Brown

Standing .on a streetcorner, in
an early New England snow, in a
town he thought was in Europe,
smoking three-four packs a day,
drinking Michelob in a can,
waiting for a girl with Maxwell
House eyes, her hair spilling
down like root beer ...
Tom Waits brought the heart of
Saturday night to Durham last
night, with a classy stage show,
and some real hot session players
that wouldn't let him down, no
matter how many dames did.
It feels a little funny saying it
was the best MUSO concert ever
put on, this show with the little
guy in black shoes, his piano and
his Telecaster, his gas pump,
newstand, rain, snow and T-Bird,
spitting Heineken back at the
stage.
But it was.
His songs were more like
monologues, Waits' reaching
down into all kinds of back alleys,
flop houses, and worse, looking
for some kind of truth, dogged
every step of the way by his
guardian angel, Herb Hardesty of
New Orleans, on trumpet,
flugelhorn, and baritone sax.
The crowd followed Waits down
every twisting murky side street
of syntax, waiting for something
to break, waiting for Waits to
burst into song from his scatchat.
But every time Waits built up a
bawdv house of !Yrica~ car~ to_

the point where it might collapse,
Hardesty was there, holding it up
with a gleaming brass bell full of
the blues.
In the end there was Waits and
Hardesty on the streetcorner,
waiting for that same dame, and
everybody else in the Granite
State Room was cheering.
Waits played piano and a little
guitar during the carefully
choreographed show, but mostly
it was him and .the microphone
and a cigarette. His gravelly
baritone would stop a coed in a
beret at 50 pac~s, and he made
enough sexist one-liners to keep a
whole chapter of NOW busy for a
year, but Waits had the crowd
hanging on every word.
It was talk, mostly, words and
growling, but it brought everyone
down close to that streetcorner,
waiting for that dame. When
Waits really broke into song with 'When the Saints Go Marching In' of 'Silent Night' - it was
some kind of a breakthrough, and
meant as much to the crowd ·a s
Sunday hymns at the mission
.must mean to the boys on the
Bowery, that is, at least a free
:meal.
Waits brought a tractor-trailer
full of show-biz with him to
Durham; it was technically the
most impressive show the town
has seen in a long time. Half the
guys in the audience would have
sold their soul for the girl with the
Maxwell House eyes, and the

featu .r es,

etc.

Tom Waits tried to get to Burma Shave last night. (Jim Sargent photo)
keys to that T-Bird. Or ten percent of that gas pump.
It was lowlife in Technicolor.
It was the wrong side of town
in four-part harmony.
Afterwards, Waits said the
audience was "an oil painting."
But he needed the quiet to take
everybody off to that field where
"Small Change got rained on with
'
his own .38.''
Besides Hardesty, Waits was
backed by Terry Edwards, of
New Orleans and Mandeville,
Louisiana, on guitar; Craig
Cohen from Los Angeles on string
and Fender bass, and big John
Tomasini of New Orleans on
drums. They played jazz and

blues like a slow rain of hot .38
slugs, and Waits might not have
made it without them.
Toward the end of the show,
Waits sang his 'Burma Shave.'
The company with the famous
billboards went out of business
"rapidly in 1959" according to
Waits, but the memory lived on
with him: "I remember asking
my Daddy from the back seat
when the hell were we going to
get to Burma Shave?''
Waits is a road man all the
way. "I remember when only the
cabbies had it made." But by the
end of the show, everyone in the
room saw . Burma Shave-eternally five fniles up the road-:

just as clear as Waits.
Even a Tom Waits can see too
much of it though, too many
towns he thought were in Europe,
taking them to the heart of Saturday night, seven nights a week.
He was supposed to do an interview after the show, with Matt
Cegelis of WUNH and a reporter
from the paper he'd savaged
during the newsstand segment of
his show.
But by the time he'd stopped
yelling at his road manager in the
nice suit about having to drive to
the next show instead of flying,
Waits just wanted to talk about

WAITS, page 14
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delightful, simple and real .
Marionette Theatre is
By Lisa Miller

David Syrotiak made magic
Friday night by pulling strings.
Syrotiak, puppeteer and artistic director of the National
Marionette Theatre, delighted
the audience in Johnson Theater
with a one-man show of·
marionettes, each seeming to
inhabit a world of its own. The
moment each trud ed sauntered

or danced onstage, Syrotiak's
skillful handling made them enchanting, tiny people. Syrotiak even drew laughter
with the simplest of puppets. He
set up the stage with the help of
two beings created by putting a
white ball on each index finger.
When one helper's fear of heights
made him cling to a high metal
bar he'd set up and refuse to

David Syrotiak made his puppets come alive Friday night
·
.
. .
(Tom Belanger photo)

. .'

come down, the audience roared.
. Syrotiak's stage- was simple,
two boxes for his sound system,
two to flank center stage, and two
bars of lights he· changed as
necessary. He ·and the stage
wore black.
Each skit was performed
without speech, to music. This
and the 'size of the puppets made
each tiny movement important,
from one waiting puppet's impatient toe-tapping, to an old
woman's poignant raising of a
flower to a portrait of her young,
lovely self
· Every marionette and sltit held
the audience's attention, but one
of the best was titled "A Tiny Enchantment." Syrotiak escorted
onstage a plump, beaming, kneehigh woman with a bunch of
multicolored balloons clenched in
her fist. She wandered to the edge
of the stage and looked out
benevolently' seeming almost
about to speak. ·Then as she turned to walk back, the balloons
went wild and began tugging her
into the air.
She fought them with all her
tiny might, at one point pulling so
hard she leaned over at a ninety
degree angle to the balloons.
Syrotiak was amazing, making
believeable the two opposing forces of such small things.
Eventually the balloons lifted
the woman into the air, sweeping
her about the stage. She just
began enjoying the ride when the
balloons let her down and returned to normal.
She looked up at them, and lifted them a few times, hoping to
fly again. But the magic had
gone, and the audience sighed for
her as she wandered towards
backstage. She stopped once
more, tested the balloons, then
shrugged and wandered off amid
enthusiastic applause.
"The Skater" was hilarious,
and Syrotiak's ..own delight

show·t d when he first placed .tiny
roller skates onstage, then escorted in a jaunty boy puppet.
The puppet spied the skates,
checked stealthily to see no one
was around, then tugged on
Syrotiak's pants and motioned to
them. Syrotiak stuck out his foot,
and the puppet · sat down,
carefully flipping out the tails of
bis coat behind him.
When he lifted his foot and shook
it at the puppeteer, meaning he'd
better get with it and put on the
skates, one laughed so hard it
hurt.
Syrotiak made it seem this
puppet was actually trying to
balance or falling on his rear end,
rather than being held up and
moved by strings. When he has
Syrotiak remove the skates, the
puppet walked gingerly as one
really does after being on wheels
for awhile. It was a great touch.
Syrotiak continued to amaze
the audience with his incredible
skill, as when he brought out a
clown who did an act on · the
parallel bars. Syrotiak explained
puppeteers often do trapeze acts
by running the puppet's hand
strings through one bar, so all one
has to do is pull the puppet up.
"Then of course," Syrotiak
continued, "the trapeze follows
the puppet wherever he walks ... ''
Syrotiak did this act without
such gimmicks, relying on the
puppet's balance. The clown
could have won an Olympic
medal for his flips.
Syrotiak ruefully explained
when he first performed with the
clown, tie'd had little time to
rehearse, and he flipped the
clown the wrong way. It tangled
in its own strings, and "for about
three minutes, that thing did the
most spastic jerks," he said,
laughing.
He introduced an unusual circus act--a dancing bear. Why
unusual? Because the bear

wearing a red bow tie, did every
dance from a solo tango to a John
Travolta imitation, charmingly
incliniQg his head to listen each
time the music changed. The
audience reacted with whistles
and cheers.
In another skit, Syrotiak said
the audience would recognize
themselves as participant or
fellow sufferer. And out came a
flat-footed little girl with banana
curls, dressed for her ballet
recital. She clumped to the edge
of the stage to wave excitedly at
mommy and daddy, then clunked
her way through angular, silly
ballet moves.
Two skits showed marionettes
are more than funny. The first,
entitled, ''The Final Remembrances of an Old Woman," was
too long, but touching.
woman
old
an
it,
In
daydreamed of her younger self
and her lover, unveiling portraits
of both and sadly gazing on them,
raising her flower in salute to
each.
Syrotiak made her sit carefully
in her rocker, as many elderly
people sit, and finally, gently fall
asleep. Wakened by the ghost of
her young lover, they waltzed,
but he disappeared and left the
woman with her sorrow. Finally
she died, and the ghost of her
younger self appeared onstage, whirling about with her
lover in a fairy dance.
The last skit of Syrotiak's performance was eerie, and titled
"Reflections." A melancholy
fell ow wearing tunic, leotards
and slippers trudged onstage and
sat dejectedly before a threepaneled mirror, which Syrotiak
opened out.
Suddenly a light glowed in the
middle panel and a ghostly apparition appearing in it startled
the man. He wandered to the
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University carillon ·is ignored and almost f 0-rgotten
By Jody Levine
It was given to the University
as a gift in memo~y of a man who
was greatly admired on campus.
It is rarely used. It sits silently,
ignQred in a special room of its
own.
The man was Oren V. "Dad"
Henderson, a former _registrar of
the University, who died in 1951.
In the far corner of the Oren V.
Henderson room on the third
floor of Thompson Hall is a soft
polished small wooden console~
the University carillon, an
ignored memorial to the memory
of a once-beloved man.
Once ~ the carillon rang
melodically over the campus on a
fairly regular basis. Now it is
rarely heard, because some
people thought the sound was not
music, but noise; because of a
lack of money, and mainly
because of a lack of interest.
One person strongly interested
in ffie instrument is Edna Henderson Hersey of Farmington,
the daughter of Oren Henderson.
She thinks the carillon should
be a part of the University environment and its tradition.
"I've been after several people
to see if some arrangements
couldn't be made for the carillon
to be played,'' she said.
She recalls that when it was
first installed Dr. Irving Bartley
played it twice a day, climbing
the stairs to the third floor to get
to it. He later had a heart attack
and stopped playing the carillon,
she said.
Mrs. Hersey is envious of other
colleges:
" The University of Maine has a
carillon that is played every day
and the students get used to it,"
she said. "When the carillon is
played correctly it eould be
something that could be appreciated as it is on the University of Maine campus.
"Somewhere along the line
there should be a few hundr'ed
dollars for students to play the
carillon," she said.
Frank
Heald,
University
editor, plays the carillon for
commencements_ . and-- honor
event:S ~
says he has been the
only carillonneur since Bartley
retired. He does not get paid.
In the early 50s, Heald had halfhour carillon concerts every Sunday afternoon. He recalls today
that his audiences were en-

lie

thusiastic and he would always
receive praise for his playing
from many listeners. _
Heald says that because of difficulties in getting to Thompson
Hall he can not play the carillon
as often as he'd like to.
During the summer of 1978,
Heald played ten-minute concerts at lunch time because a friend
expressed interest in hearing the
music. Students would gather
and sprawl out on the T-Hall lawn
with their lunches.
-Robert Keesey, executive
assistant to President Chase,
thinks there were several complaints from students and faculty
about the ''noise.'' Heald
remembers that a French
teacher wai; upset.
Heald thinks that the University administration would like to
have the carillon played more often, but there is no money
available for paying people to
play it.
A true carillon is a large
system of bells played ,, by a
carillonneur who rings out the
melodies by pulling on ropes. The
University carillon is an organlike instrument that simulates
the sound of a carillon.
Mrs. Hersey said the University had neither the money nor
the space for a real carillon.
Heald said the "real" carillon in
Riverside Church in New York is
housed in 32 stories.
The Henderson carillon was a
gift purchased from a special
memorial fund in 1952. According
to a history of the University
$8,500 was raised in three months.
The carillon was purchased
and the remainder of the money
was placed - in an endowed
scholarship fund for needy
students--The Oren V. Henderson
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
In the January 1952 issue of
The New Hampshire the interest in the Henderson Fund
drive was widespread. The
students held their own drive,
with the slogan "Make the Campus Ring with Tradition." The
Alumni held a similar drive. The
goals were to purchase a carillon·
and toset up a scholarship fund in
memory of Henderson.
.The carillon was installed in
the spring of 1952, and dedicated
April 22, 1952, on Ben Thompson
Day.

,
·

The view from the tower of Thompson Hall, where the University carillon is located. (Jo~athan
Blake photo)
·
. _ .
_
._
_
carillon cost, hOwever, Heald dows draped m ohve green on the House.
thinks it was $5,000.
three sides. Double windows look In the desk is the gavel HenderThe 1978 financial report of the out over Main Street towards son used while in ~hat office.
University System of New Hamp- Madbury.
Near the wmdow on the
shire lists the book value of the
In the room is a handsome Murkland Hall side of the room is
scholarship fund-the original rolltop desk that belon~ed . to the carillon console. .·
money contributed--at $5,486. It Henderson, an~ -a c~mbmat~on It has two r~ws of key~-M m
also mentions $2,125 in a fund for bookcase and fde cabmet which all--that comprise the maJor and
the maintenance of the carillon.
contains his books and papers.
minor notes of two and one-half
The carillon is in the Oren V.
Henderson filled several func- octaves.
Henderson Memorial room on the tions for the University in ad- When the keys are pressed, litthird floor of T-Hall, beneath the dition to being registrar for a tle rubber hammers inside the
tower and directly under the great number of years. He also console hit metal rods -that sound
clockworks room.
was the Durham representative out. The sound is picked up by a
The Henderson room is small to... the General Assembly, and
_
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Halloween is a special time of the year
"Go tell Mankind, that there are Devils and
Witches."
--Cotton Mather
She had spent all night at the library, studying,
and she was up~et that she - was missing the
Halloween party at her dorm. But oceanography
and plant science were more important at . midterm time than getting drunk or getting high.
It was dark, slightly cloudy, and ,,a half-moon
shone in the sky, with off-white clouds scudding
across its face. The walkway- was dark--most of
the lights were broken. She was alone, and she
shivered a bit in the fall cold before starting her
walk to the dorm.
As she walked she remembered the tiines back
home in Derry, when she and her two brothers
had gone trick-or-treating at night, getting candy
ahd getting scared. She smiled at the memory and
kept on walking, occasionally stumbling over a bit
of broken pavement.
She had entered a dark place on the walkway
where several lights were missing when she
hoticed she was being followed. It looked like a /
man, though she could see no features. Jt was a
dark, moving shape, and it was following her.
Her footsteps quickened as she tried to get to a
lighted area near the MUB. Her breath caught in
her throat as she remembered stories of women
being atta~ked on the walkways at night. She
.

walked faster, her breath ·rasping. Far off, she
heard a dog howl.
There was a crunch of gravel and soft chuckle
and he was next to her, smiling, wearing a black
warm-up suit. She felt terrified.
"Hi," he said, and her heart pounded so fast she
couldn't say anything in return.
"Hope I didn't scare you," he said, walking
alongside her. "Its a nice night, tonight.
Halloween. Where are you heading to?"
Even though she was starting to calm down, she
knew better than to answer him truthfully.
"A friend," she said. "I'm going to see a friend."
Her fright was being replaced by anger. Who the
hell was this guy to make small talk at one in the
morning?
_
"That's nice,", he said. He smiled, and she
noticed that two .of his canine teeth were
prominent. She felt uneasy and picked up her
pace.
,
"Do you believe in ghosts?" he asked. She was
surprised by the turn of the questioning. She had
expected something stupid like "what's your
major?"
"No," she said, "not really."
He smiled.
,
1 "You should." He gestured at the trees and
buildings around them. "This University is haunted. There are ghosts everywhere. "
Right, she thought, and I'm the Queen of

England.
"You don't believe me7 It's true. The student
you see in the jalopy, endlessly circling t~e
parking lots looking for a place to park, he's been
here for years and he'll be trapped here for years
more."
"The student you see in the cubicle at the
library, with stacks of books and calculator and
graphs, she's trapped. She's trying to .get the perfeet grade, but she can't. She's been there since the
library's been in Ham-Smit~ and she'll be here a
lot longer."
"Is that so?" she asked.
He smiled again and she felt a flicker of
uneasiness go through her. She wished she was
alone. She wished she was back in her room.
"Everywhere you'll look, you'll see the haunts
here," he continued. "The tired professor giving
his four thousandth lecture. The grumpy women
in the dining hall. The lonely student eating by
himself in the MUB. They're all ghosts.;'
She just nodded and they were on the bridge
that crossed the ravine. The guy sounded nutso.
"And on Halloween they come alive, " he said.
She shook her head and paused, looking at the
moonlight reflect off the stream. She waited for
the guy to continue talking but she only heard the
wind through the trees.
She looked down at the stream and felt
something run cold inside her. She saw one reflecti.on in the water and it wasn't hers~

Waits

not making a dime, but I've got
high blood pressure and I'm getting a nervous breakdown."
WAITS
Waits coughed, lit another
continued from page 12 .
cigarette, and popped the top on
his Michelob. "My name is
how sick he was of the road.
Morgan, but riot J.P., if you know
"I've been on the road for, what I mean? I'm just getting
seven years, and I've got a more aggravated and a deeper
bellyful pf it," Waits said. "I'm driokiW?.DfJlQlem."

"I th1rik I'd rather be in the
Army,'' Waits concluded.
"But you're too old for the Army,'' Cegelis said.
"You broke my heart," Waits
replied.

Carillon
CARILLON

continued from page 13

1 Orchard St:, Dover,. N.H.,
749-3636
Dining room 11 am to 10 pm
Lounge 11 am until legal
OPEN7DAYS

Enjoy fine food, drink
and entertainment in the company
of good friends.
Sunday Football Crowd
free hors d'ouvres 1-4 p.m.
Monday night football gang
free hors d'ouvres 7-10 p.m.

Entertainment
Halloween ·Happenings
Wednesday, October 31st
Ben Baldwin and the Big Notes
Costume Contest
(swing)
Winner will receive a dinner
for 2 at the Firehouse 1

Special Witch's Brew
IB\YGumi~

Reevatin;S·. .l.

"Enjoy yourselves m our ·sister
restaurant
Suzelle's Rt. 16 Somersworth

small amplifier inside the instrument.
,
If a player wants to perform for
others he flicks a switch and a
second system of amplifiers
carry the sound to large speakers
in the bell tower that broadcast
the music over the entire campus.
Heald agrees that it is easy to
play for anyone who is a pianist
or organist.
He thinks the music department should show an interest in
the
carillon
and
provide
somebody to teach students to
play it.
He remembers that there was a
teacher who complained about
the noontime concerts last summer. But he also reinembers how
the automobiles would line up
along Main Street for the music
in the 1950s.
William Rothwell, director of
alumni affairs, would also like to ,
hear the carillon more often.
'
''People hear the carillon '
played and ttfink of the olden
days. Oren Henderson was one of
the most loved and respected
men on campus."
Keesey,
the·
president's
assistant, said, "Ideas for using
the ·carillon come and go."
"The carillon is there, and it
waits for other ideas that people
have."

._1
•
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MARIONETTE

continued from page 1_2
mirror and tried to peer through,
but the light faded and he could

HEY YOU.·!

not see.
"This new building is not a tent.
He walked behind the mirror, Once that building is up, that
which lit up and revealed him space is lost infinitely.''
behind the third panel. Like a
Prescott also mentioned the
mime gestures to demonstrate lack of quarters for the Durham
there are invisible walls around Police Department.
him, the puppet frantically felt
"I offer a personal invitation to
all about him and found himself all of you to come to the town oftrapped. He sadly collapsed on fices and see the three closets the
the stage as the light faded, and police department is working out
the audience hesitated, then / of,'' Sheldon said. .
broke i~to thun~e~ous applause. - Sheldon also suggested the
Syrobak smllmgly ~cknowl- possibility of .combining the UNH
~ged . the h~lf standing ova- and Durham Police Departbon given him, but a hoped- ments, as a way of saving money.
for encore never came. Some of
Paul Gowen Durham chief of
the ~?dien~e,~embers said sim- police,_ offered no comment in ply Magic, as they left the response to this proposal.
·
theat~r, others, th~t they wished
John Graham, a Babcock
he had gone on all mgh~. .
resident, spoke against the
'- ~ater,. at a rec~pbon m ~e proposed station.
Umversity Galleries, Syrobak
He mentioned . the loss of
expla~ed why he thinks the sim~ parking that would occur arid the
ple skits and puppets enthrall amount of noise at all hours of the
people.
.
day and night as his main con"There's a umversa 1 emn- cems.
>- tionality ,,to the~, ·they. to~c~
Graham said the money to be
us here, he said, tappmg his spent replacing parking spaces
chest. "And the simplest things would be lost because of contouch us first. There's a truth to struction and should be used to
them." ·
· -_
add more spaces to the existing
Along with that truth, Syrotiak ones.
and his marionettes brought joy
Ted
Mone
Williamson's
and w~nder, enchantments o(!he · residence hall director, spoke in
. best kmd.
favor of the new station.
"Already this year, we've had
20 to 25 assists from the fire
department," Mone said. "We're
STATION
one of their largest consumers.''
continued from page 1
Polls were . left ·open for two
the coattails of article -three.-The hours.
fact that we're here is that we
At 10: 40, the polls closed. The
had to be here anyway."
. decision was announced at 10: 45.
Following the initial presen''There has been a larger pertation of the station proposal, the cent vote done this time than
floor was opened for discussion.
when it was presented at the last
Several concerns were voiced, meeting," Flanders said. ~
,
while few spoke in favor of the
"The next time, we'll be more
new facility until the end of -the prepared to answer the questions
discussion.
of those concerned. The bili-will
Lack
of sidewa~ks,
the again
be brought before the town
proposition
of
usmg
the
Bookstore parking lot, and the next March at the regular town
question of the loss of parking meeting.''
Chamberlin said, ''We'll be
spaces were all discussed.
back next year. We'll keep trying
"Lot B is a prime consideration until
the proposal goes through.''
for the dormitory or classroom,"
Prescott said.
·

Station
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Not you, the person sitting
next to You!

Want to have a great Ume ...
... And help others while
. doing it?
ApJ>lY to be a Freshman
Canip Counselor_
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! l!l!l' 'Mount Ev-erestjl111l
Unmasked."
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an adventure film
The internationally known Welsh
mountainer Eric Jones will present
the film, followed by a question
and answer period. An exceptional
film depicting the first ascention
of Mount Everest without oxygen.
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Applications available in rm. 126
MUB

Applications are due·soon(a week
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yours now!
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DON'T MISS
OUT

Hood House
HOOD HOUSE
continued from page 3
_semester voluntary fee.
Administrators attempted to
budget for holiday service this
year, but the item had to be cut in
favor of more immediate expenses.
A physician will be on call
during the vacation period for
emergencies, he said, if the money
for his salary can be found. This physician could be contacted
through the Durham Ambulance
Corps or Cool-Aid.
The practice of having a
physician on call began last year.
There was no university
medical services available to
students at all in previous years,
according to Dr. Patterson.

Temporary till
Christmas
Extra help needed
for Holiday Season
All shifts
15 hours minimum
including Sat.
Good pay-In Person
Interview Only
Call- 668-7ti55
Number 28 ~oved our "date". Hope you will
like my surprise soon to be delivered. Sorry

for sale
Stereo components-discount prices most
major brands-all fully guaranteed 30-50°/ 0
off llst. Call Greg 2-1909/868-9684. Sackett
Hse. 209. 11/6
VW 1973 Bug, Semi cutomatlc. Very good
condition, no rust, runs beautiful. Asking
$1100 or best offer. Call Hakam 868-9667.
-

11

Carpet-brown/beige. 12 feet by 191/2 feet.
Newly cleaned-excellent condition. York,
Maine. 207-363-6459.11/6
For sale: two carpets, short shag, exceeding
12' x 12', asking $55. each; !>air of size 9
Raichle downhill ski boots, good condition,
$25. Call 9862-21901-4:30 pm or 749-1366, 69 om.11/9
69 Ford XL Good Trans. and engine, pioneer
tape deck. Snows, new heater, most rust
fixed, new front exhaust pipe, one· bad
door, $300 or best offer. Brian 659-2572 afJer
Sp.m.H/20
For sale: United Airlines 1-way ticket from
Boston to Denver $90.00 or best otter 11/16
For Sale: Pioneer speakers $50. Dolomite ski
boots, size 11M $50. Hart Freestyle Skis, 165
cm: $30. Call Bill Furber at 2-1609 or 8689765. 11/2
1974 Ford 4 doors LTD 44,800 miles AC, P/S,
P/B, Radial Tires, excellent condition, no rust,
$1095 or best ofter. Call 868-5362. 11/16
69 Chev. Impala, good cond., asking $400.
Call Matt 926-5164 or Buddy 868-9844 or
Wallace 868-9865. 11 /9
For Sale: AMERICAN AIRLINES 1'2 FARE
COUPON $55.00 Call 749-4170 after 5 p .m.
Mrs. C. Wood, 90 Olde Madbury La., Dover
0382011/2
1974 Pinto Runabout. Automatic. Recent
Radials, shocks muffler, battery, 90,000
miles and runs areat. 25 moa. Must sell $550
or b.o. Chuck Tately, 742-6392 or 862-1047

. . ,."

Olin skis, comp IV brand new, haven't been
drilled, $150. Call 749-2518. 11/6
UNITED AIRLINES 50°/ 0 DISCOUNT COUPON.
Call Susan W. 868-9738 or 862-1386. 10/30
BURHOE ACOUSTIC SPEAKERS-Discount PricesActually below dealer prices-Complete llne
ovallable-Deslgned by one of the foremost .
speaker experts Winslow Burhoe-6 yr.
· warranty-Call Jim. at SAE 868-9831 2-23 97
10/30
---o ng bed. am~or ~ale-19!!' I~yota pick-up! l_
tm stereo, 50,000 miles, best offer. 868-

~~~~~-

For Sale- 1973 Austin Marina. Only 37,000
miles. Very clean, excellent condition. AM
:~ ~~~.~~·, :-trock, 30 mpg. Best offer.

1

7

Dorm size refrigerator (22 cu. ft.) In great
shape- $60. Calf l_?eed 659-252611 /2
Must Sale: 1 pair Jenson Speakers. Max 55
wan mpu1 :t·yt1ur warranry. Less ·man , yr.
1.!~.; $75.0~ orig. $120.00. Call Lisa 868-7436_
EMS Hiking Boots, woman's size 7. Vil;>rom
sole $35 O.B.0. Call Betsy-days 862-2714
evenlnas 742-6780.11/2
· Awesome Dealll For sale, one pioneer
supertuner KP-500, cassette FM underdosh
unit asking $99.95 and a Phillips 212 Turntable with cartridge, same price. Call Chris
868-9743 or 2-2454. 11 /6
Fleeces and Sheep tor sale, assorted colors
and breeds. Call 899-5445 and ask for
•
Georgia Wolterbeek. 11 /6
Stereo components, calculators, CB's and
more. Lowest prices anywhere, fully
guaranteed. Call John at 742-7396 otter 6
p.m., Mon-Fri. 11/6
Jewelry for sale-Hand crafted sterling silver
Jewelry now ottered at The WAX EAR USED
RECORD Shop next to Franklin Theater. ·1113
1973 Pontiac Catalina stationwagon. Runs
ireat. New starter, new brake lines. No rust.
~ ~st been inspected.
s~O.~~1:
1
1968 VW Bug, good running condition, new
snow tires. Asking $625. Call Ned at 6590 _ _ _ _ _ __
01_3_
_r_J_~·~·-1_
ffe
a_
-~~~1971 VW SQUAREBACK. Reg. Gas, Radials.
~~:. ~~~~ ~1j Rusty, but. dependable. Paul

9!mt 1

3

1

1974 Toyota Pick-up. Runs well. $1900 as Is.
Coll 862-1800 days, 868-5919 nlghts. 11/6
1952 Miiitary Jeep. 4-wheel drive, excellent
condition. Mechanically completely rebuilt
10,000 miles ago. Has canvas top and
~:~~~l~~~t,~e seen. $2400. Call evenings.

Overseas Jobs-Summer/year round. Europe,
South America, Australia, Asia, etc. All field- ·
s $500-1,200 monthly expenses paid. sightseeing, free Information. Write IJC Box 52-45
Corona Deal Mar. CA 92625. 11/2
PART TIME OR FULL TIME BUSINESS
Trainee) .
ANALYST(Manogement
Aggressive Individuals tor entry level
For Sale: 1972 Renault Sedan; 4 speed, 25management positions In Portsmouth, Dover
30 mpg; 4 new radials; very dependable
areas. Good background In business and
50
0
U.~s8~11~~~~b~~'Xs~~c,~ ~a~~~~,:.4 or communicative obllitles required, In servicing local businesses. Complete training _
provided. Commission program, base, and
benefits. BDI Business Services, P.O. Box 3294
Nashua. NH 03061. 429-0987.11/2
Wanted: Part-time help to work as clerk In
Missing: black female cat with white under
chin and on belly, 11/2 yrs. old, spayed, ' small grocery store. Must work some
weekends. Reteences regulred. CaJL659wearing brown flea collar. Last seen
5012.11/6
10/2~/n 4 p.m.Jn.Dover near A&P. Call Dari
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 749-3561 . 1'1/2
Mother returning to school needs llve-ln
Lost-brown wallet in vicinity of Old Colony
babysitter and llght housekeeper. Rm. bd.,
station on Sun. 10/21 . Need It back badly as
and modest salary (or gos). Isolated
If contains all my l.D. and some important
location, car essential. 46.3-5503 (5-9 p.m.J.
receipts. Call Jim at 436-5644 after 5.
.
11/3
Reward.10/30
LOST: A set of car keys Saturday night down
by Young Drive. If found please call
Claudia at 868-9791. 10/30
Married student looking for small apartment
FOUND - Grey and white kitten near Dover
on K-van route or on campus for seoond
Public Librarv_Call 742-3266. 10/30
semester. Call Chris otter 4:30. Call 74~- .
9375.10/30
LOST: Male cat, 2 years old. Light
Responsible
Maine.
Point,
Kittery
orange/white. Lost in Forest Park/Kingsbury
housemate wonted to share lorg attractive
area Oct. 11. Call 868-7203. 11/3
home on water on 100 acres through June
or longer. Congenial owner away during
winter. Pet o .k. convenient to UNH .
Fireplace, etc. Idyllic. $300/month includes
utilities. $500 deposit required. 1-207-439PASSPORT PHOTOES--lnstant Color Passport
.
0780. 11/2
Photos-ready In minutes. Coll 742-4211 for
appointment. RICHARDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC ·Apartment tor rent in Newmarket, Pulaski Dr.
SERVICE, TEN SECOND STREET, YE OLDE COURT
on Kvan, $115 month and util. Parker. NonHOUSE. DOVE~. 12/14
. smoker. Call Paul ~59-5165 eves. 11/2
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. exp. DisserPrivate Room in house with 3 students, wood
tations, reports, resumes, thesis. 749-2692.
heat. Inc. Near Kari-van route. 53 Thlrrl St.
'
11/20
Two blocks from Downtown Dover. $100.001
oer month. Co11Scott742-610411/6
Cars tuned: $25 to $30 per car-replace
1 male roommate-wllllng to share room In
plugs, points, adjust timing. Wiii do any
Small apartment 3-4 rooms. $250.00
Dover.
other minor replacement af parts cost. Wiii
a month spilt cost. Near Karl-van route. Call
come to your car. Call 868-7151.11/20
7.40-,.t78 after 6 o.m.11/6

lost and found

for rent

services

TYPING-Retired secretarv. Exoerlenced in all
types of term papers, also novels, short
stories, articles, etc. Reasona1:>1e ra1esPrompt service. ·Located within waiidng
Olstance 10 uNn. 000·1u10. l\nna, :.!U ParR
Court, Durham. 11/16

personals

TO PHI PHAILURE SORORITY: What happened
to you on homecoming? Late again.
Maybe, maybe, maybe. When will you give
us somethlna ... concrete? Phantom Phrater. To Carla and Gaby: Thanks for all your late
. night quotes; to Julie: Thanks for your great
:.._________________ _ sideline shots (you too, Susan and Leslie)
WANTED-ski Instructors-Egon Zimmermann · and to Nancy: me forget you? I think not.
Just a note to say thanks for the great pies
Ski School-Gunstock Ski Area, Gilford, N.H.
so tar and hope you figure out that motorCertification not required, we will train.
drive. Two more seasons awaiting exWrite for application: Egon Zimmermann Ski
___ _
_
E?_osurel Lee
School, P.O. Box 681, Laconia, N.H. 03246.
$100 Cash-thafs the grand prize In the MUB
11/16
PUB Club's Thursday night freestyle dance
contest. Dance alone-with a partner-with o
group. Weekly prizes of concert tickets, like
EWF, and LP's like Fleetwood Moc. $100
cash to the winners-A Rick Bean ProducEarn as much as $500 per 1000 stuffing ention 11/6
velopes with our circulars. For Information:
Twist to the tune of $100. Thafs the grand
b~~~O:S~~~rfol~i NH Box 1158 Middletown,

wanted

help wanted

MENl-WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPSI American,
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or
career. Send $3.00 for Information, SEAFAX,
Dept. G-10 _Box 2049, Port Angeles,
l.Yashlngton 98362.12/14
Wanted: Dishwasher-3.25/hr. needed Sat.
day/Sun. day-night Mon. & Tues. nights-any
shift or shifts or.en-Apply In Person-Oar
House Restauran , 55 Ceres St. Portsmouth.
10/30
Money Problems? Avon can help you.
Representatives needed (male or female) In
·N x 0- _PERCENT
Durham-Lee-Dover.
Earn 40 percent
commission plus benefits. Phone Gen. Smith
742-6666. 10/30

~',~r ~"o~~:st~'::o p~~i~~~~~-s~'6~% n~r~

yourself-with a partner--a chair. Weekly
Drlzes--Concert Tickets like Biiiy Joel and
tp·s llKe :;reve Mamn. A KICK isean Proauctlon. 11/6
Santa didn't get a raise. The elves are on
strike. Be prepared and make your Christmas girts this year. Free macrame lessons.
Call after 4, 772-422&. i ·i/16
Number 1O in blue jogging shorts, don't run
away from me Tuesday night. I'll save you a
seat at the Running Lecture, at MUB, 10/8,
8:15 p.m. 11/2
P.K.-Happy Halloween you spookl Love,
G.M.10/30
To 3A, JB and JC: My senior year couldn't
have been any better. Thank you tor
making it what It .was--the best years of my
llte-Kiv. 10/30

Hey B-day Buddyl Get psyched tor the best
22nd, but leave the olives at homel And
don't bother with the tequllla. l'ye already
begun to celebrate. LSD 10/30
Maryann, Just thinking of you. Good luck
this week. I'm looking forward to Friday- Get
psyche.d. All my love, Your Big Sis. 10/30
Dear Darlene, We're not golnP., we know It,
we just know It. We know they re gonna say
NO--Help usll What should we do?? Signed
Desperate In Durham.10/30
lraterested in Organizing an International
Newsletter? Come share your ideas with
many fascinating and amiable people
Wed. night 8:00 p.m. at I-House, There Is
much more to _the Jaternallonal Students
Association than meets the earl 10130
To the Frustrated Ice Muncher: You're Superl
I really mean It. Just turn on that wonderful
charm of yours, and you'll have an entire
harem before you know It. To hell with strikeouts-here's to home runs; YOURSI 10/30
To the five boys from Wiiiiamson who came
through the Haunted House Sat. night:
stealing rubber spiders that happen to
belong to a llttle boy is pretty shitty! Why
don't you prove to everyone that you're
men and not Immature Idiots and return
what you took. You can drop - them off
anytime, anywhere at Richardson Mini
Dorm. I'd really appreciate It. Thank-you.
J.H.10130
To the sisters of Phi Phi Phi: I ( ntend to win
Ron by using my charm, good personality,
and Intelligence. I don't think Ron wants his
women to be animals; Better luck next !Imel
RON HASSELTINE'S secret admirer. 10/30
FRESHMAN CAMP REUNION THIS THURSDAY
NIGHT IN THE MUB PUBllll Wear a costume If
you want, the more the merrier. BE THEREI
ALOHA .
FRESHMAN CAMP APPLICATIONS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
NEXT TO SCOPE.
FRESHMAN CAMP REUNION THURSDAY NIGHT
IN THE MUB PUB BE THEREI
Pledge KIRWAN-do you know your own
name, address, and phone number? We
doubt If. Drop now while you can.
r M_e_u_s.T.
To the "AWESOME OUTRAGE"-Happy Anni
You're the best-and I love yal Let's go wild
tomorrow night-it's the -start of a newyearand many more. Love always, Your
Halloween Birthday Bunny 10/30

KATE· "Oh let me live my own, and die so too
(To llve and die Is all I hav~ to doll Maintain
a poet's dignity and ease, and see what
friends. and read what books I please."
Are you a people person? Be a people person and Join the people at Freshman Campi
Apply to be a Freshman Comp Counselor.
Applications are ovallable In Rm. 126 of MUB. Getyourssoon.11/9
To Wiiiiamson -Han Present and Past resl. dents: Thanks for four good years and a
wonderful visit. You all mean so much to
me. Good luck In the tuture.--Klv. 10/30
If you've heard of D-Day, Now there's M-Day
_
qn Mon_ Nov. 5th. 11 /2
"group ror a1scusslng Women's Issues wm
be held with June on Fridays, 10-11 a.m. at
the Human Sexuality Center, Hood House.
Tel: 862-1987.10/30
Parapsychology Club is presenting a lee=
ture & workshop on Out-of-Body Experiences by Dr. Dale lronson. The dates ore Nov.
2, from 7:00-9:00 p.m. In Hiiisboro rm. MUB &
Nov. 3 from 10-5:00p.m. In Grafton r. MUB.
Bring lunch. Everyone is welcome! 11 /2
Jeff-Thanks for the New Hampshlres! The
·Selway hasn't changed-"Status quo In
Idaho". Greer disliked by all, new Konger
this week. Sorry you're too late for the poola lot of snow at camp. Write-Chief Joseph of
the Nez Perce. 10/30
" ...184 Washlnaton Street..." ...movies to be
seen ..."-Songy,, ... "Lite of-". This week's
typing shifts: L.M. 1-2; D.L. 2-4; J.M. 4-6. Sorry
l.D. you'll have to wait till 2nd shiftl 10/30
fo Janet S. who sits in the back of D.
Williams' Psych. class on Tuesday and Thursdqv afternoons. I really like your smUel

~~"~/~s'J·~~:m~~~!r~~fJ,Jgo. Your other
To the JA Punks Preps and Hard Rockers.
Thanx you boozers. z 10/30
Hey Nance-No. 22 hos finally struck. Do you
feel different yet? R.T. has been tun-L&L
jaunts, trips to Bagdad, double martinis, 32°
nights, and burning sofas. I think we've
finally found the same "wavelength." Gonna miss you next semester but you'll have to
visit. Remember I've _g ot the Elkins. Love, the
other half. 10/30
Space-shot: Reeshes, lamp-posts, CAT, GAZ,
GAD, the guy .with the hair, "look-,lt's-1",
Molsens, wine "Acacia guys suckl", two
blondes on the beach, poetry sessions,
"have a cookie ar twenty!'', blob
~i~ nJons ... You k!IOW It all •..Spo~cose _

3

APO-We came up to see you this weekend
but you weren't around-We'd love to adopt
you as our little sister. Love Wendy Miles &
Sarah Johnson.10/30
PO: Six months - Can you believe It? I have
my fingers crossed for MORE PLEASE. Thanks

~{L ~vr:Xi~~~ gPN~~J,~~ r'o~~-~LL~YioYou

The Nightmare of your dreams! Live your
fantasy this Halloween: with a little help
from use and one dollar. Dare to be different! Coll 2-1134 Ask for Don or Qwglie.
10/30 .
P-Jams: Hey Snooks! Surprised? THANKS FOR
THE CALLI Am forever thinking of you.-vlce
·
versa? I love you! Trlsh.10/30
Hear ye freshman campers! Your chance to
be a Counselor has arisen! Applications are
now available In rm. 126 of MUB. 11 /9
Biiiy Joel-Live In Concert at the Boston Gar~
den. Win tickets Sunday night November 4th
at the MUB pug Club. Also Its Beatles night.
Win Beatie LP's. Wear your Beatie outfit and
bring your Beatie things-Billy Joel tickets
and Beatles night. A Rlclt Bean Production.
441?

M.J., Sue, Say, Laura, M, K, Beach, Murph,
Dors, Arse, Dave & Cheryl, Schmuk, Lor, Ken,
Tom, Quad: I miss N.H., but you can't beat
the- easy lite here in Spain! Make a road trlpl
I love you all. Pat. 10/30
Tomorrow night, Wed., Oct. 31st Area II
Honcho's present: Area II Halloween party
at the MUB. Should be an awesome time.
Wear a costume or nothing at all.10/30
Cathy in Randall 2nd. Haven't seen you In a
whlle at the Library. Let's get together and
get on Ice cream. You study loo much.
Meet you at 7:30 tonight, 2nd floor Library at
Reading Room. See yo. YOYO 10/30
For the first time ever, a personalized Doting
Service, run by students for students. Get
matched with the perfect person.
Everything is confidential. Call 868-1297 or
stop of 69 Young Dr. tor more Information.
To all those who made my birthday as great
as it was-There's never been one bettershaving will never be the same-GROOTS.

[,';;~~your heart Is bottomless-you . put a
touch on 10/22 that will never be forgottenWe're makin' it1GROOTS10130
Perk (B.BJ - Yuh, you think we care? Who are
you to make Halloween Day anything more
than Halloween? Unhappy Birthday! Love &
Perverslons-B.B.B.J. & Co. 10/30
Beth-singing in the library (on the tables next
time) chugging beers, greasy popcorn, getting thrown .out of Pike, and that's onlylhe
beginning! Get psyched! Y.ou're the bestlLaurle 10/30
DNC, Have a Happy Halloween! Be Jocose
and full of alacrity-or bew.arel That genius
loci will get you it you don't watch outll Hey,
heh, heh, heh.II A Tutelary Sprite 10/30
To the male prostitute In Christenson: cot In
the grass with a leg and an ass; what o sassl
We're having lots of fun at Beaver Unlimited.
Haven't got $13, but call us for crumpets
and tea. From two wives and a lie(?). 10/30
FRESHMEN: Reception at John S. Elliott Alum. nl Center(Edgewood Rd.), October 31, 1979,
6:00-7:30 p.m. Cider and apple pie, FREEi
Learn how the Alumni Association can help
voul 10/30
DZ--Cheerio from Jolly ol' England!
Congratulations on the pledge class.
Please write, I love moll (ot ls that male77)
Thinking of you, Love BB 10/30
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While no one has been sick
from working in .Parsons, officials are worried about
unknown substances chemists
may work with.
"Nobody would knowingly put ·
vapors into the system that would
hurt somebody," UNH Chemist
David Swift said. "The problem
is when you're doing research
with stuff that you don't know.
From time to time we work with
chemicals that we don't know
how toxic they are.
"But you can't stop research."
Physical ~lant Operations and
Maintenance (PPO&M) has
hired an engineer to investigate
the problems at Parsons.
"We should have a set of options that we can look at within a
month concerning Parsons,'' said
Skip DeVito, manager of planning and engineering.
The engineer, Robert Thorpe,
is from Alonzo J. Harriman
Associates of Auburn, Me., the
company that designed Parsons.
"We have to figure out what
chemicals are being used and
which aren't," DeVito said. "And
they'll give \ls an outline of the
resolution.''
Thorpe was unavailable for
comment.
"We're trying to work together
on the problem," DeVito said.
"Any major changes will be
made after the outside analysis
by the engineer.''
DeVito said special funding
would have to be sought before
any renovations on Parsons
began. He did not know where the
money would come from.
DeVito and PPO&M have
isolated one problem in Parsons
themselves.
"Some of the improper intake
is coming through plumbing·
vents/' DeVit.o said "Air is getting
sucked from the roof and coming
.
up through the drains."
Grant perceives there . is a
hazard in Parsons, but said it
should be put in perspective.
·"It is probably much less Ulan
the hazard associated with using
a furniture stripper,'' Grant said,
"at home where there is no hood
available.
"In short, it would be naive to
claim that there is no risk of exposure to contaminants in Parsons Hall, just as it would be
~aive to expect that the risk can
. e~er be totally eliminated.'_'

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE

collegiate crossword
2

3

4

Send now for latest catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.

5

ESSAY SERVICES

Morally low
14
Miss Naldi
16
Poetic co~traction 19
1. Shaves off
Town near Naples
22
6 Fernando Rocky pinnacle
11 Type of vacuum
24
Runs in the nude
tube
Airline company
26
12 Prevents
Seat for two or
14 French cheese
27
more
.15 Real estate incomes
17 Part of the sleep 56 Weapons
. 29
57 Portals
cycle
58 Sorrow
18 Cardinal
30
32
20 Encountered
21 Leave out
33
DOWN
23 Former boxing name
34
1 Pledge
24 Yield
2 Word before fire
25 Not good nor bad
35
3 Jungle noise
26 Defeat
4 Advantage
27 Depend
37
5 Farmer's purchase
28 Cherish
30 Overcome with fumes
38
(2 wds.)
. 31 Most like Jack
39
6 Lasso
Benny
41
7 Comedian Schreiber
33 Attach firmly
44
8 Fix
36 En route (3 wds.)
47
9 Mr. Garfunkel
40 Fall flower
48
41 Kitchen utensils
10 Flower parts
49
11 Vibration
52
42 Regatta
54
ha1TJ11er
43 Russian ruler
13 -

ACROSS

40
43

46

51

44
45
46
47
50
51
53
55

Poet Robert Spirited horse
Water bird (2 wds.)
Kitchen appliance
Place for storing
water
Devastate
Left-over concoction
Ending for young or
old
Understands
Banking term
Destinies
Half of a balance
sheet
Took the leading
role
Restaurant employees
Thespians
Long for
Tickets
Actress Carroll
Roman statesman
deck
On the Adriatic
WWII initials
Feather's partner

67 Yonge St., Suite #504
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M5E 1J8

(416) 366-6549

.____ _ _ _ _ _ J
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EVERYDAY
*MONDAY .. .... ... .... Fountain Items
*TUE~DA Y ......... Thinny· Thin Items
"WEDNESDAY ..... ,p,,,.,,."odl Novelty Items
"THURSDAY . .. Lo-Yo Frozen Yogurt Items
*FRIDAY
*SATURDAY } ... A Special Design Cake

*SUNDAY

HALLOWEEN
SPECIALS
AVAILABLE
· K·Mart Shopping Center
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continued from page 19

LUNETTE OPTIQUE

can work be fun?

llll\.
5-15, 13-15. UNH's record dropped llllll
to 11-13.
~
"We really ·wanted to win," :::::;
Yes! To find out how, come to: ::::::
said one team member, "but we
just weren't willing to work for
it.''
UNH's performance against
Northeastern wasn't the Wildcats' best performance of the
day, but ended up being their only
victory.
Freshman Karen Baird had a
big day all around. She paced the
·volleyballers with six straight
service points in the first game
and added three powerful spikes
Thursday, November 1
in the second game for the match
win.
::::::
-or.
· 2 • 30-4 • 30
:·:·:·:
The second match of the day
pitted the tough Friars (24-8) ;;;@Monday, November 5 " Hillsboro-Sullivan-· ~~;~~~
against UNH. UNH came into .....
MUB .
····~·
Providence seeking revenge ~~~~~~
Career
Programs
Sponsored
by:
·
~~~~~~
from an earlier loss this season.
Career Planning & Placement Service
::::::
Unfortunately, things took an un- ::::::
fortunate turn for the worse as ::::::
Counseling & Testing Center
::::::
junior co-captain Iris. Rauscher
sprained an ankle in warm-ups,
.and was unable to play the rest of
the afternoon,

m

Doing What You
.Enjoy and Getting
Paid For It

~~j~ll:::::;:;:::::;::::=;:::::~:::~:~:~:~ili§lili~~~:~M£~:l~j:~l~*~~*~i:;:;~:;:i:;:;§~;;~;;~;l\l\~

of ·

Discount for all UNH
students and faculty
. Just b,rlng' In your prescription or let us copy It ·
,
.
from your eyeglasses.
·AO Soft CoJ1tact Lenses s~ 95. · Comple~•.

466 Centt.al Ave.
-74Q..2094 ·
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER, · N.H.
We~re on the Kari-Van Unell
._D_oe_s_
· n_o_t-i.....,.nc_l_ud_e_s_a_le_s_or_c_o_nt_a_ct_
,le_n_s_es.............__,....,,,..,,,

,_ J,;....
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. . ' : NEED CREDIT?
THE CREDIT GAME .
*
~

• Erase bad debt records
• Skip bills without ruining credit
• Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation

•

~

~

"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to mak~ t.~e $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command .

SOLVE ALL
THESE
CRED.IT

• Too young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?

~
·

*
*.
**·

SEND FOR

~

r----------ONLY-is-:-95------.- ---I
I
I

PROBLEMS

with

• Your rights under the Feder.al Credit Acts

THE CREDIT GAME

•

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO • SUITE
1306
~EW YORK, NY 10016

"'-....
~

IN .Y. residents add 8% Sat., Taxi

$

Enclosed is - -- - - -

1I

303 5TH AVE .

Send Check or
Money Order to

'

for

Books

Name
Address

I
I
I

·

.

CttY

State
Allow 3 weeks for delivery .

·

Zip - -
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Juniors

seniors

Alumni

' Whether you are thinking about caree'rs fOr
the~i'Sttimeor a career-change, come to the:

t

tt

ttINFORMATION
REERt
DAYt

DAYS&HOURS

mLACMf._~ ·

12-9: 30 FRI.
9:30-5:30 SAT.
12-5: 00 SUN.

NOV 2 - 3 - 4

ano11

e Nikon e Konica

OLYMPUS

KOdak -e

£1

Vivita~

BELL 6 HOWELL

e

PHOTO EXHIBITS

MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE
FREE DRAWINGS

LAYAWAYS ACCEPTED AT THE SHOW
by

'Rl•. i~t~ CAffiERA

Rochester, N. H.

y-c;,

at
' ·Come Hsten to representatives Of ausrness, lndustrv and covemment A

talk about these career opportunities and the academic requirements '
6 and
work experience necessary to enter these fleldS.
-6

t
t

' seminars on career Opportunities in:

t
t

Sankyo,
e BOGEN
6
Polaroid '

DEMONSTRATIONS

Spori1ored

t·A saturday,November3,from9am-4pm
t
the New Hampshire College campus
*Accounting and Finance
*Art
*Aviation
*Banking
* Blologlcal·sciences
•communication Arts
*computer science
*Environmental science
and Ec:Ology

'

*Human services
*Industrial Technology
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Illman kicks his way into UNH record books
Art lllman, the University of New
Hampshire booting specialist, of
the kicking game.
"But its the confidence in and
coordination of the ten people
protecting me, the snap and the
holder that gives me the confidence to succeed.
Illman has been very · successful in his three years as the ·
UNH miscellaneous point getter.
As of Saturday's win over Northeastern, he holds school record
marks in field goals for season
(11) and career field goal percentage (13 for 18 or 72.2 percent) ;
has tied Dave Taggart's career
extra point tally of 67 and is a
short step behind in career extra
point percentage (93 percent to
93.6 percent)."He's earned it," kicking coach
Dave O'Conner said yesterday.
"He is extremely· coachable, a
tremendous worker. He has
definitely worked as hard as
anybody we've ever had here."
Illman is, however, quick to
point out other valuable assets
besides his talented instep.
"Dennis Stevens," he says emphatically, "is the key. He has got
to be the best holder in the nation.
Most holder~ will take the snap,
slam the ball onto the block, wince
and wait.
''But Dennis is· so smooth. He
does it in such a relaxed way he
almost places the ball on my foot.
I'm free to concentrate on my
rhythm without worrying about
the ball."
Illman is of the new European
breed, a soccer-style kicker who
.approaches the ball from an
angle and makes contact with the
of his shoe. "You have more
Placekicker Art lllman placed his name in the UNH record laces
he says, "except when
books with his two field goal, two extra-point conversion per- control," is
wet or muddy or a litgrass
the
photo)
Hunsaker
(Lee
formance against Northeastern.

By Gary Crossan

The kicker.
He's the one standing just to the
side of the hulking, mudspattered mass of humanity that
is the team proper, th~e with
the squeaky clean uniform whose
hands are clasped, prayer-like, in
the front of his jersey.

He is balanced precariously
above the quagmire on his piece
of wood waiting ... waiting for the
call to arms, when he and his unit
will trot out onto the field and attempt to put that football straight
through those tall white poles in
the distance.
"It's a personal thing," says

"Actually the angle of that left
foot plant dictates the path of the
b?ll. The power is all in the
rotation of the hips." The steps,
the approach, the timing, it all
seems so precise, so perfect. And
then of course there's distance
and accuracy and arc and
height ...
"You can't try to kill the ball,"
he explains patiently. "You've
got to find that sweet spot where,
if you hit it just right, boom, it
goes. The good foot. It's all in
physics. It comes from repetition
or instinct. For me, it was
repetition.
"The whole kicking thing is 95
percent psychological When I
get out there I tell myself four or .
five basic things. I'll get a picture
of the vertical target, take a
practice kick; rework-my steps,
try to judge my compensation for
the wind. It used to be run and
whack and pray for the best. Its
just recently that I've thought of
it as a science. Culmination of all
the years, I g~ess."
· A soccer player in high school,
Illman was coaxed into kicking
by his math teacher, who happened to be the football coach. He
went four for six in field goals his
senior year and attracted UNH
,coach BillBowes' attention.
"Most placekickers are aloof,"
says the stocky senior. "Some
like it and look for it. I was
fostered 1m the team conceptthat's what allows me to concentrate. I know that there are teri
guys arounp m~ working together
so that I can kick that ball and
score. I get energy from the
team. Their confidence in me
gives me confidence.
"I used to spread myself thin.
But with my last year and
ev_erything I've cut out a few

kicking.
"It's tough. I find it tough. I
wish there was someone to
enlighten me on the mental
aspects."
Throughout his years at UNH,
between extra points and field
goals, Illman has booted the ball
86 times in game situations,
probably thousands in practice.
Inevitably, the inevitable hap·
pens.
· "I try to ignore misses," he.
says quietly. "Last year, the
night before a game one of the
freshman came up to me and
said, 'You know, you missed four
extra points last year' and I said,
'I did?' I honestly never remem.ber missing one.
"You have to take each kick
one at a time and kick each one
the same way. I consider
everything, even the longest field
goal attempt, (Illman's longest is
34 in college. 40 in hii?h school), as
· an extra point. It contributes to
your own belief that it's ·going to
go through. And this is the first
time I can really handle it.''

Artlllman

UNDECID ED ABOUT YOUR FUTURE ???
DISCOVE R THE OPPORT UNITIES
AVAILABLE IN:

AREE R NIGH T SERIES '79
Discover the ca·reer opportunitie s available in·
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Panelists:
Peter Janetos '48, vice pres. John Hancock
Kathy Nicholson, vice pres. Star Markets Co.
Arthur Molineux, supervisor, Harris corp.
Melvi~ Sandler, assoc. prof., WSBE
/

Wednesday, November 7, 1979
Ever.yon~ Welcome!!

7: 00 P .M. ·E lliot Alumni Center

. ~e(~eshments Served

Sponsored by the.Alumni Association and in coordination with the Office of Career Plannin and Placement
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Warriors win, 8-2

Stickmen d~mped
by Merrimack
By Lee Hunsaker

during the brief stoppage in play
With any luck, the UNH hockey to again air his opinions to Arnold
Wildcats will be able to look back and was ejected from the game.
on Saturday's dismal 8-2 loss to
"It could be that we were just
Division II Merrimack as 'getting frustrated," said Holt.
the kinks out during pre-season.'
Goalies Greg Moffett and Eben
Clearly displaying much more Block shared the goaltending
polish than the Wildcats, the duties for UNH. Moffett was hit
warriors tallied three goals in the for five goals during his two
first and third periods--sand- periods and Block was vanwiching two in the second--to dalized three times.
dominate the contest.
According to Holt, however,
For UNH, it was a three hour there were bright spots in the
class on intimidation hockey. contest.
Again and again, Merrimack frus"I liked the first line (Barth,
trated UNH with not just better Francis and Barbin) and the
play, but also subtle: taunting · defense," said Holt. Ron Reeve
behind-the:play shots which played well - I think he is a good
inevitably led to Wildcat looking defenseman.
penalties.
"We also have to make (Mike)
· "I'm not sure we were accom- Waghorne a more effective
plishing anything on the ice,'' player. He's a superb skater and
said Holt, "but we learned a lot. we should make sure we don't
My real concern is with the lose that.''
business of running into the-men
Waghorne has been moved
instead of concentrating on the from defense to right wing to
puck."
bolster that position.The two Wildcat scores came
Besides Reeve's performance
from freshman Chris Pryor and on defense, freshmen Pryor and
·junior Frank Barth during the Craig Steensen (defense) and
first period. It was the only sophomore forward Ken Roberge
period which UNH was in the looked impressive in their
game.
debuts.
The principle antagonist for the
Pryor tallied the first goal of
Warriors was little sophomore the 1979-80 season for UNH comSteve Arnold. His expertly-timed pleting a beautiful two-on-one
instigations led to a second period rush. Forget assisted on the play,
game disqualification of Wildcat hitting Pryor with a pass to the
freshman Dan Forget who was left of Merrimack goalie Ron
caught spearing Arnold along the Petronella at the top of the
boards. _Forget later returned crease.

Wildcat goalie Greg Moffett turns aside one of many Merrimack bids which he saw Saturday
UNH's 8-2 loss. Sunday, UNH hosts Division II national champs Lowell University. <Bill
Hill pli9to)
.
.
·

d~ring

Steve Hakala, Tom Lawler,
Mickey Rego, Mark Murphy and
Victor Silvestri all tallied for
Merrimack.
According to Holt, UNH was
trying to create space through
the center zone to open up
passing lanes by moving the puck
back and swirling the forwards

After UNH took the lead on a
goal by Barth - sending the puck
through a scramble from in-close

From that point on, it was
nothing but Warrior domination.

through mid-ice. "It's a difficult
thing to ask them to do.'' he said.
Holt also said the UNH hasn't
worked on its power play, shorthand or four-on plays yet.

HOCKEY,

page
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Volleyhallers struggle Booters Ill
Y C title match
through weekend
By Kevin Provencher

By Boston Neary
Humiliation.
Frustration.
Disgust.
UNH volleyball coach Jane Job
felt all these emotions following
the Wildcats' poor showing in the
Providence College Tournament
this past weekend.

Job
had
watched
her
volleyballers end another dismal
Saturday by defeating only Northeastern University 15-11, 15-12
while losing to Providence
College 10-15, 15-3, 7-15 and a
weak Rhode Island College 15-10,

VOLLEYBALL, page 17

SPORT SHORT. ·
Woinen 's field hockey ·
UNH's women field hockey team has had a week off to heal
their bruises following a physical and hard-hitting 1-0 win over
previously unbeaten UMass.
Tomorrow, the Wildcats (8-1-2) are on the road to take on a
deceptive Bridgewater St. team. To date, Bridgewater has lost
two close games - to UConn and UMass-:. by 2-1 scores. _
.
Following tomorrow's game comes Souther11 Connecticut on
Saturday and Northeastern later on. The 'Regionals: however,
won't start until November 16 at Springfield College.

Middlebury's chance to equalThe soccer Wildcats stole the ize before halftime came with
Parents' Weekend show from an 13: 50 left in the half as Panther
aggressive Middlebury team winger Stephen Smith missed on
beating them 2-1, Saturday morn- a breakaway. The first half ended
ing.
1-0, UNH.
The defeat of this strong
However, Middlebury outshot
Division II team ups the Univer- UNH in the first half, 7-4,
sity of New Hampshire record to and in the game (18-13), only the
7-4-2, keeping playoff hopes alive. second time this season the WildToday, the Wildcats host cats have been outgunned.
another Division II powerhouse,
Back-and-forth, midfield play
Babson College, at Lewis Field at opened the second half. Again,
2 p.m. Friday, UNH will travel New Hampshire opened scoring
to Kingston, Rhode Island to op- tallying midway through the
··pose nationally-ranked URI in a period.
7: 30 contest which will determine
Saied Miremadi controlled the
the Yankee Conference cham- ball near the Panther endline, his
pionship.
defender backed off, allowing
Seven minutes into the first Miremadi enough daylight to
half New Hampshire scored the flick a pass to the near post where
first goal. Unmarked in the Mid- Mike Sawin slammed the winner
dlebury penalty area, Dave into the back of the net.
Douglas trapped and converted . Three minutes later, Midthe rebound from a hurried shot dlebury was granted an indirect
by teammate John Vreeland.
free-kick within the Wildcat

penalty area and a chance to pull
within one. The kick, however,
was turned away by UNH's
human wall.
With three minutes left in the
game Middlebury center forward,
John Sorice, netted the Panthers'
only goal and spoiled Wildcat gOaI~
keeper Gordie Tuttle's shutout
bid. Sorice capitalized on an
errant loose-ball in close to the
goalmouth.
In the final minute the temPQ
turned frantic within the New
Hampshire defense as the Middlebury attack sped to overdrive.
With 26 seconds remaining, Tµttle, who stopped eleven shots in
the match, dove and denied a
final long, low, shot through a
crowd .•
Chippy, ferocious defense by
both team~ sacrificed the games
flow to officials' whistles,
resulting in 52-fouls in the match.

N etwomeli end winning season
By Gerry Miles

McGrath goes to BU
Ed McGrath, former sports editor of Foster's Daily Democrat
in Dover and a former New Hampshire sports editor, has accep~ted the position of assistant sports information director at Boston
University. He begins the new post on November first..
McGrath takes over for Mary-Leslie Ullman, formerly the
women's sports information director here at UNH, who has taken
a position in the Honeywell Corporation. His duties are to be in
charge of all women's sports and to assist head SID Ed Carpenter
with all the men's athletics.
.
McGrath was the sports editor for The New Hampshire in
1976-1977. He has a dual-major in Business-Administration and
Communications from UNH, where he was also actively involved
in Freshmen Camp and a brother in Sigma. Beta Fraternity.
Following graduation McGrath was hired by Foster's and was
promoted to sports editor this past September first.: He also
strings for The Boston Globe.
_'
.' ·M~rath is.also the.:editor for this year~ Wildcat bQc){.ey year-.
book.

The UNH women's tennis team
Singles players Jackie Isgur '
recorded its seventh winning (sbcth seed) and Susie Mead (fifth)
season finishing with a 7-3 final . both went to three sets as did the
slate after they edged the first doubles team of Celeste
University of Massachusetts, Beliveau and Kim Bosse.
Friday at the Field House, 6-3.
Mead provided the winning
UNH's three losses came at the margin when she hung on taking
hands of Dartmouth, Boston Joanne Vennochi to a nine point
UniYersity, and Connecticut.
tie-breaker that she won with
In Friday's action, UNH grab- deep counter shots and rushing to
bed an early 4-2 lead over UMass, the net on occasion for the putbut there were three matches left away. Mead's final score was 6-3,
to finish and all were in the third 2-6, 7-6 over Vennochi. .
sets.
Isgur, playing on an adjacent
UNH had won three of the four court, did not fair so well in her
singles matches and split two of third set despite hitting solid
the doubles.
ground strokes, getting blanked
UNH's Sue Hannas and Sue 0-6. Isgur fought hard in the first
Kortmann easily downed UMass' set before getting edged 5-7, but
Liz Case and Susan Donovan 6-0, came back to win the second set
6-2. 6-4 to set the stage for the third
• Lee Bosse and Kelly Tor.r \V-ere set?
not as fortunate falling to Fran
While the UNH win was
Troy and Beth Goldberg 3-6, 5-7.
academic, UMass' first doubles
1
--

•

hi

•

•

,

•

,

•

,

_

•

' teani of Cathy Tarbell and Bar:
bera Noble tried to close the final
score but after winning the first
set, 6-2, couldn't get anything
past UNH's Bosse and Beliveaux
in the last two losing 6-4, 6-4.
Playing in the first match
together, the pair moved as one,
hitting cross-court inside the
alleys and drop shots when Noble
and Tarbell were back on the
baseline anticipating a lob.
In singles action, Barb Mills
swept past UNH's Lori Holmes 61, 6-0 while the second, third and
fourth UNH seeds won their match-

es.

•

Pain Smith drubbed Sara
Freyeberg 6-2, 6-4. Peggy
Schmidt, followed taking foe Lee
Robb in straight sets 7-6, 6-2.
~· E<>urth .seed.Ballll-lley...liOWDed
Helen Najarian in three sets 1-6,
6-2, 6-2.
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UNH buries NU in Boredo 1n Bowl
Defense again leads
UNH to 20-8 victory
By Tom Lynch
And the crowd slept.
The one thing that prevented
the fans at Cowel Stadium Saturday from dozing off completely
was the play of the UNH defense.
The Wildcat defensive unit
provided the only excitement in
an otherwise deathly dull 20-8
UNH romp over Northeastern.
"This was kind of a down game
after last week. (Lehigh)" said
linebacker Mike Marchese. "It
was a dull game."
Both offensive teams were
mistake-ridden. The Wildcats continued to make youth-related
errors, racking up nine penalties.
Most of the penalties were illegal
procedure calls against the offensive line.
Northeastern's offense was no
less imperfect. Quarterback
Allan Deary threw three interceptions, one of which was returned for a touchdown by
linebacker Chris Kosinski.
Deary's backs fumbled three
times, losing two.
"The only thing to say about
this football game is that the
defense won it for us," said UNH
coach Bill Bowes. "We're still not
consistent at all offensively.
We're not putting it together
·
yet.''
Defensive end Steve Hirons
was the top tackler in the game,
involved in eleven stops.

Linemates Keith Reynolds, Bob
Dohertv and Mike Hennessey
spent much of the afternoon in
the NU backfield, limiting the
Huskies to 70 yards on the
ground.
"Last week we really had to
work," said Reynolds, ''Lehigh's
(offensive lineman) · were good.
This week, we could really crank
it up."
The ho-hum offense was made
even duller by further injuries.
Both UNH tailbacks sat out much
of the first half. Freshman
Dwight Hamsley re-injured his
ribs after carrying only three
times. Jim Quinn returned after
missing most of the first half, and
was one of the few bright spots on
offense, picking up 91 yards.
The loss of Quinn and Hamsley
forced Bowes to use split end
Dave Loehle at tailback. Loehle
gained 46 yards on nine carries
and scored UNH's first touchdown.
After a 40-yard gain by Quinn to
the Northeastern nine, Quinn's
last carry of the half, Loehle ran
a sweep left on the first play of
the second quarter to score. Art
Illman added the extra point to
give UNH a 7-0 lead.
Two field goals by Illman, 1>ne
each in the second and third
quarters, set a new UNH record
for field goals in a season (12).
Illman, a senior, broke the old

;;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;Dana Jennings ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:~:·

Get out your
YC ·slide rule
UConn's 24-0 upset win over UMass Saturday jumbled the
Yankee Conference football standings, improved UConn' s
chances of winning the division, and most importantly gave
UNH an outside chance at sharing a piece of the conference
title.
So, it's time to break out the old Yankee Conference football
slide rule and figure out who has a shot at winning the Beanpot.
Four teams are still in content!on with a month to go in the
season: UMass (3-1 in the conference), Boston University (3-1),
UConn (2-0-1), and UNH (1-1-1). Maine at 0-5 and Rhode
Island (1-2) are eliminated from the race, although URI will
play a key role in determining the winner.
UConn leads the conference, but has games left with tough
BU and a URI team thats features a stingy defense . which
allowed high-powered BU only seven points Saturday. UConn
can afford a loss to URI, but must beat BU to gain at least a
share of the Beanpot.
A win over UConn would give the Terriers a 4-1 record and
guarantee at least a tie with UMass.
UNH has a remote chance to tie for the conference top' spot.
For UNH to share first place with UConn, the following must
happen: UNH has to beat UMass and URI and finish with a 3-11 record.·But, UConn must beat BU and lose to URI and also
.
finish 3-1-1.
A win by either UMass or BU dashes UNH's and UConn's
hopes. If UConn wins its remaining conference games, the
Huskies win the conference o_~trig_ht.with a 4-0-1 record:
URI plays a key role in UNH' s title plans. The Rams have to
lose to the Wildcats, but beat UConn, while UConn defeats
BU.
UMass and BU have the best chances to win the conference,
because both teams have three conference wins. All BU and
UMass have to do is win their last conference game and UConn
and UNH are eliminated.
The edge, therefore, goes. to the Minutemen because they
play UNH, while BU hosts Uconn. The Huskies have looked
tougher than UNH and will probably give BU a harder time
than the Wildcats will give UMass.
Of course, if the tie variable is figured into C:tLL .1. .lJ.v - i nc1'.1....
ARE EVEN MORE POSSIBILITIES.
Well, tune in next week for another look at UNH's title chances or, as one wag put it, "As the Wildcat Turns."
.l

Huskie quarterback Allen Deary was abused several times Saturday when UNH rolled over
Northeastern, 20-8. Here, from left to right, Steve Hirons, Mike Marchese and Mike Hennessey
do the honors and force a fumble. (Lee Hunsaker photo)
''The defense has been
record set by Dave Teggart in 25 and ran it down the sidelines
carrying the team because of the
for a touchdown.
1974.
Illman's extra point tied the injuries," said Marchese. "The
That was. all the offense could
muster. The Wildcats finished the record for extra points in a defense· is going to pull- us
game with 248 yards in total of- career (67) and gave UNH a 20-0 through. I just wish I could play
with these guys next year."
fense. Quarterback Tom Leavitt lead.
Northeastern scored its only
Wildcat Notes: If the Lehigh
had another lackluster performance, completing only six of 19 touchdown of the game with 32 ~rowd was the largest in two
,seconds left, after UNH had years, Saturday's gathering of
passes for 58 yards.
5200 had to be the smallest and
"We should have buried them," pulled its first-team defense out.
''Our defense is getting to the · quietest.. .Saturday was not the
said Loehle.
point where they're upset to give first time Dave Loehle has played
Kosinksi jostled the meager up even a first down,'' Bowes tailback. In 1976, Loehle had a
crowd from its slumbe~ early in said. "A number of our first- 163-yard game against Central
the third period when he stepped string players didn't want the Connecticut. .. Saturday's victory
in front of a Deary pass to Bill second team to go in. They didn't was UNH's seventh in a row over
LaFreniere at the Northeastern want Northeastern tO score."
·
Northeastern.

Look to Regionals

Women harriers win big
Dunwoody and Wendy Wescott Nationals. Lisa Powers, a conBy Cathy Plourde
The UNH women's cross- finished seventh and eighth and sistent seventh runner, sprained
country team boosted its record Laurie Munson placed tenth with her ankle in the meet Friday.
The seriousness of her injury is
to 11-1 Friday afternoon as it yet another personal best, putedged Vermont by one point and ting UNH's five runners within not yet definite but Krueger has
confidence in her backups,
ran over Rhode Island and the top 10 positions.
Tracey Flanagan and Mia Ar- Tracey Flanagan, Mia Arnold
UMass in a four way confrontation for top honors; UNH-32, nold finished the seven in 17 and and Jo-Ann Bergeron, all of
22, respectively.
whom have been improving and
UVM-33, Rl-65 and UMass-111.
"I think running by this race putting excellent efforts to rein·It had promised to be a great
race as the top three teams in plan, finishing as a group, second force the top'ten.
"Beth should make it again,"
New England were meeting once through tenth, showed the girls
again in opposition. But the Wild- that they can do it," said said Krueger, "and we have an
cats went in with plan in mind Krueger. ''That confidence in the outside chance as a team. With a
unit is what is going to make the little bit of luck and '1 lot of
and ended up on top.
everything else we could do it. We
"We had a definite race plan," difference team wise."
As the Wildcats look ahead to look at it as our peak meet."
said UNH coach Nancy Krueger.
Sunday's Regions are putting
"We anticipated that both UMass the EAIAW Regions at Westand Vermont would have their chester, Pa., November 4, the pressure on however, as the
key runners right up front and Krueger is still shuffling with her team wants to place high. The top
our angle would have to be one of top ten and figuring on the seven 4 teams and the top 15 individuals
coming 'in as a solid unit right runners to represent the school in not included on those teams will
behind those front runners. We the qualifying meet before the go on to the Nationals.
had to stay within contact and
place high as a pack."
But UMass didn't race their top
five. Thus the competition was on
between UNH and UVM. A mass
of personal bests tumbled to
more sophisticated records as
Beth Clark trailed Vermont's
The change-over from fall to winter is nearly complete as
Judi St. Hilaire into the chute
hockey has crept into the scene with basketball soon to follow.
with her best mark on the course
Here's how the week shapes up:
to date.
St. Hilaire clocked 17: 39, just .
SOCCER: Today, vs. Babson, Lewis Field, 2:00; at Rhode
two seconds off the course
Island, Friday, 7: 00.
record and Clark knocked 10
FOOTBALL: at Rhode Island, Saturday, 1: 30
seconds off her previous best with
CROSS-COUNTRY: Men - at New Englands, Saturday; Women
a17:46.
-EAIAW Regionals, Sunday at Westchester.
Vermont's Anne Schiavone
HOCKEY: vs. Lowell University, Sunday, Snively Arena, 7:00.
placed third at 17:50. Cathy
FIELD HOCKEY: at Bridgewater, tomorrow, 2:00; Southern
Hodgdon ran her best time,
Connecticut, Saturday, Memorial Field, 1: 00.
chasing down an opponent in the
VOLLEYBALL: at URI Tournament, Friday and Saturday.
last 200 yards for fifth. Sarah

SPORTS ON CAltIPUS

